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PREFACE

The course of events in recent years has served to accentuate the value of

statistics and the need as regards cotton, for their continuous development.

.Always alive to the interest attaching to these data, and encouraged in its

studies by the World Cotton Conferences of 1919 and 1921, the Institute has

deemed it opportune to undertake in the cotton growing countries a. particular

inquiry as to their production and trade, by means of a special Questionnaire

addressed to, each Government. The information thus collected, appears in

this monograph, in conjunction with other available material. The work has

been carried out by Mr. John Hubback, Agent Technique of the Statistical

Bureau.

Rome, October 1922.

Umberto Ricci

Chief of^ Service Statistical Bureau
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INTRODUCTION

From the outset, the Statistical Bureau of the International Institute of Agri-

culture has placed cotton among the principal products to be treated, and in

every improvement of its statistical methods cotton has been dealt with on the

same basis as other crops.

The World Cotton Conference, held at New Orleans in October 1919, was so

greatly interested in Cotton statistics that it resolved to recommend the four

undermentioned bodies as depositaries of Cotton statistics :

a) The International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners.

b) The International Institute of Agriculture.

c) The Census Bureau of the United States.

d) The United States Departinent of Agriculture.

The Conference thus recognised the value of the work done by the Institute,

insisting at the same time on the necessity felt in cotton circles, whether growers,

traders or manufacturers, for the further development of Cotton statistics. The

subsequent crisis in the cotton market indicated afresh the need for accurate and

inimediate statistical information, so that those interested should know the real

position all over the world.

Simultaneouslj-, or even previously in some countries, the question of in-

creasing and improving cotton production in all practicable directions had come

to the front. Some idea of the extent of , this effort may be formed from

the work of the British Cotton Growing Association, and of the Empire Cotton

Growing Corporation, both proposing to utilise for cotton production all suitable

localities within the British Empire. It is clearly desirable to enlarge accordingly

the sphere of cotton statistics ; the plentiful data furnished by the United States,

India and Egypt no longer suffice, as has been believed, for affording the necessary

indications on the cotton situation, although these three countries certainly

provide data of commanding importance.

Another point to be gained in amplifying cotton statistics, arises from the di-

verse uses of cotton; there is an increasing necessity for statistical distinctions

between various types and particularly between long, and short staple.

In order to accentuate the work already undertaken, and to meet the above
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mentioned requirements, the Institute judged it advisable to draw up a general

inventory of the present position in all the Cotton growing countries, thus estab-

lishing a standpoint for further advance. With this aim, a special questionnaire

in French, English and Spanish was prepared and forwarded to all cotton growing

countries.

The questionnaire asked for statistical data and other information, on the

subjoined points and for ten years past

:

a) Area and production.

b) Dates of planting and picking

c) Particulars of production, including species and length of staple.

d) Consumption in the producing country.

e) Imports and exports.

Information was also asked in respect of the growing crops.

The questionnaire was sent to the Governments of 79 countries ', 41 were

returned with the fullest information available.

Shortly after the despatch of this questionnaire, two members of the Insti-

tute were deputed to attend the Second World Cotton Conference at Liverpool

and Manchester in June 1921. This Conference passed a resolution that the im-

portant statistical work of the International Institute of Agriculture should be

intensified and accelerated as regards cotton statistics ; the Conference also took

occasion to recommend the Governments to communicate to the Institute all re-

quisite information rapidly and regularly.

The present monograph contains the information supplied in the question-

naires returned, completed by the various Governments. We have judged it

advisable to include other data of the same kind collected from the Governments

or extracted from trustworthy sources.

At the beginning of the notes for each country are recited the authorities

utilised. The Institute is particularly grateful to the British Cotton Growing

Association and to the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation for the large quantity

of information supplied from their sphere of action, chiefly in Africa and Australia.

The two publications, The World's Cotton Crops (I/ondon 1915), and the Re-

port on Cotton Statistics to the 192 1 World Cotton Conference, have given us

valuable aid, freely accorded by the author, Prof. John A. Todd. We have made
use of data from the earlier book, in the case of various countries, in order to fur-

nish bases of comparison for the later figures in possession of the Institute.

The divergent types of information and the very circumstances of the coun-

tries themselves render it difiicult to deal uniformly with the material. We
have, however, endeavoured to marshal the information from each country' in

the following groups

:

a) Authorities utilised.

b) Statistical data of area and production.

c) Principal districts where cotton is grown.

d) Dates of planting and picking.
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e) Details as to areas under cultivatiou.

f) Details as to production : staple, botanical and trade designations, any-

special characteristics.

g) Cotton plant enemies.

h). Employment of the produce : local manufacture, exports, imports,

consumption.

Generally speaking, we have sought to furnish statistical data for each

country during the past ten years, but we have included a larger number of years

in a few cases, for special reasons. It has frequently happened, on the other

hand, that the data do not extend to the period nam.ed, either because they

were unavailable, or were insignificant ten years ago.

Tables comprising all the available data from 1909 to 1921 are Supplied

at the end of the monograph, including the whole of those inserted in

the Statistical Year Book 1909 to 1921, so far as cotton is concerned. These

tables are supplementary to the notes on each separate country, and afford a

general summary of the world's cotton statistics. They comprise the data of

areas under cotton, the production, the yield per acre, exports and imports,

the prices on I/iverpool market for American cotton of the three grades, Good

Ordinary, Middling and Middling Fair. One object of these three price tables is

to indicate the advantages then gained from shipping good cotton to consuming

markets. Some countries appearing in the trade tables are not included in the

text of the monograph as they are not cotton growers. Trade data of unginned

cotton are not inserted in the text in cases when they apparently represent

merely local movements, apart from international transactions.

In conclusion,, it should be noted that some new data have been utilised in the

text of the monograph, resulting in slight modifications; These figures came to

hand after the completion* of the Statistical Year Book, and have therefore not been

inserted in the tables taken from that publication.



SUMMARY OF INFORMATION COMPRISED
IN THE MONOGRAPH.

Cotton growing countries exhibit an infinite variety of conditions from every

point of view, but particularly so in respect of the extent of area devoted t6 cotton,

of the degree of proficiency attained in cultivation and in compilation of statist-

ical information for this crop.

The very nature of an inquiry, therefore, comprising all the cotton countries,

renders it necessary to deal separately with every one of them, allotting the requi-

site space to each in succession. In order to accompUsh this, it has seemed best

to follow out, generally, a uniform plan throughout the notes on the various

countries ; this rigid rule is, however, abrogated whenever it involves the omission

of information which, albeit undefined or incomplete, should have for readers

a measure of value, enhanced when definite and complete data are unavailable.

In analogous fashion, with due regard to space limits, we have endeavoured to

insert some characteristic details in relation to particular countries, even when

the regular sequence of statements furnished in connection with each country

was thereby impaired.

At the end of the volume summarised tables of world statis-tics of area,

production and international trade, gather up all the detailed inforination received

by us from each of the countries. We have included in the summary nbw presented

a short statement on the system of classification adopted in the United States,

as this system has so much of fundamental interest.

I. Area.

§ I. The areas under cotton cultivation are mainly subtropical, extending

in only a few instances (China, Korea, Turkestan) across the fortieth parallel

of north latitude and, only in South Africa, approaching the thirtieth degree in the

other hemisphere. The subtropical areas include practically the whole extent

of the crops in the United States, Russia and China, with portions of the Mexican,

Indian, Persian and Egyptian areas as well as the limited cultivation of cotton

in Mediterranean lands (Greece, Italy, The I^evant and Algeria). Among the

long list of cotton growers within the tropics are Mexico, many West India Islands,

Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil, Peru and Ecuador, French and British West Africa

with Nigeria and the Sudan, East Africa (Tanganyika and Uganda), Portuguese

Colonies, the Peninsula of India, the Dutch East Indies and Queensland.
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In very many of these countries records of areas under cotton are not avail-

able. This is naturally the case in Central America and Africa, where the crop

is still chiefly an indigenous product, though planting of exotic varieties under

skilled European supervision has been introduced in numerous localities.

§ 2. For all the countries furnishing data of area, the aggregate surface

under cotton averaged, during the three. years 1919 to 1921, 58,495 thousand

acres as compared with 59,848 thousand during the five previous years and 59,760

thousand in the prewar period 1909 to 1913. The figures of the most recent period

shew, therefore, a "decline in the apparent area amounting to 2.3 % as compared

with the average from 1914 to 1918. The decline in the average of cotton area

in the United States and in British India during the most recent of the three

periods is almost identical in extent, being 991 thousand acres in the United

Sta,tes, and looi, thousand acres in India. These two considerable reductions

in area have only been partially offset by the increase of cotton cultivation in coun-

tries newly taking important positions in the list (Korea, Uganda, Australia)

and in Brazil, where cotton fields are extending.

The area under cotton in the United States is by far the largest item, and,

if we deal with statistical data only, India takes the second place, but the unknown

extent of cotton lands in China renders this country a possible competitor with India.

By setting aside for the moment the political divisions in Africa, it is pos-

sible to realise, the vastness of cotton cultivation in the tropical regions of that

continent, where, for the most part, every town and village suitably situated

has long been girdled with cotton patches, interspersed among the food crops.

Doubtless the land occupied is far from being utilised to its full extent,, there are

instances among the details given in the reports from some of these African coun-

tries where the land is said to be the property of any one who will take the trouble

to clear it of the forest growth and to cultivate it.

II. Production.

§ I. Taking into account all the ascertained data the production of cotton

averaged, during the years 1919 to 1921, 8,124,000 thousand pounds as compared

with 8,551,000 thousand pounds during the period 1914 to 1918 and 8,910,000

thousand pounds the average of the five years 1909 to 1913. The figures of the

most recent period therefore indicate a decline in the apparent production amount-

ing to 5 % as compared with the average from 1914 to 1918. The decline in the

United States average production is 648.000 thousand pounds, a decrease con-

siderably in excess of that shewn in the above mentioned aggregates. The pro-

portion between figures of area and of production is far from being maintained,

but varies very decidedly from country to country, from period to period, as

well as in the same country from one season to another.
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§ 2. Statistical information as to yields of cotton is difficult to obtain in a

variety of instances. Many of the less important growers, affirming that all the

crop is exported, consider that production and export figures are the same. This

is however true only over a series of years and clearly otherwise when hindrances

to shipment occur, owiiig to war conditions or to unfavourable markets. Again

quite obviously, the indigenous crops of tropical Africa or of Central America

are entirely outside of any statistical considerations ; we know that the exports

from these lands represent only a limited percentage of their actual production,

and a very variable one, inasmuch as the size of the exports is governed largeljf

by the price obtainable abroad.

§ 3. Production itself depends much upon various factors, of weather,

of climate, of description of seed, of effective labour, and of skilled supervision.

The impression conveyed by giving these factors their due weight, is that cotton

is by no means an easy crop to grow with success.

The best cotton growing requires a deep and rich soil and high temperature

with plenty of moisture during the period of growth, then a drier atmosphere

during the ripening of the crop. Approximation to these conditions, with skilled

methods of cultivation, should result in a success ; where one or more of these

conditions is absent it would appear that good cotton cannot be grown. Con-

tinuously high temperature is among the prime reqtdsites, given the right kind

of soil ; on elevated areas' such continuity of heat cannot be assured. The com-

paratively dry atmosphere during the ripening period is not characteristic of

tropical climates on lowly ing lands ; limitations of cotton growing possibilities

are consequently set in each direction, even on suitable soUs.

III. Dates of planting and picking.

§ I. There is probably no day in the whole year when cotton planting

is not in hand in some part of the world, and certainly cotton picking is quite

continuous in one or another of the regions of production. It requires merely

a glance at the map to realise that the entire year is the world's cotton season,

when the dates of these operations in different countries are studied.

The summer of the northern hemisphere is obviously the period when the

greater part of the cotton crop is produced, a fact due to the preponderance

of the United States. The planting in the United States extends over almost

four consecutive months, and picking, begun in Texas in July, continues until

California and Arizona have completed theii work in January. Without leaving

the American Continent, we can look to Brazil in order to find seasons of planting

and picking covering most of the remainder of the year, for the operations in that

vast country's equatorial regions occur at periods differing from those of San

Paulo under the Southern tropic, and from the North American, season also. In

West Africa too there are very divergent epochs for the whole process of cotton

growing, for instance in the French territories of Senegal, Dahomey and Soudan

the appropriate times differ greatly.
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§ 2. Cotton planting or sowing is not effected every year in all localities

for in many of the tropical cotton fields the plant is biennial, and is sometimes

even a perennial. Still the great majority of growers are accustomed to treat

the cotton plant as an annual, originally owing to killing frost prevailing in the

Southern States, and more recently as a measure of control of insect enemies.

§ 3. The period that is necessary for reaching maturity is a variable one,

much longer in the case of fine qualities of cotton, where it may extend to seven

or even nine months, while five months is generally speaking the full period from

planting to active picking of the cotton bolls, series after series upon the same

plant. In the Southern States of the United States, the pickers can work over

the same field during three consecutive months, and some of the indigenous

bughes of Africa afford cotton nearly throughout the year. From what is now
to be said about classification it may be inferred that the American picker needs

some skill and judgment in filling his bag with cotton suitable for the spindles

of Massachusetts or Lancashire.

IV. Classification.

Classification of cotton is a very necessary process in preparation for market-

ing, and is undertaken in all countries that are really important growers. The

methods are well defined in India, in Egypt, and of course in the United States.

There are also sundry classifications adopted in China, in Korea, in Peru and

in Brazil, to cite just a few instances.

We proceed to summarise some particulars of the basis laid down for their

inspectors of classification by the United States Government.

The methods adopted for the Official Cotton Standards of the United States,

form the basis for all cotton transactions in the United States, excepting those for

exported cotton, which are settled on the basis of I»iverpool arbitration as a rule.

The pamphlet on classification of American Upland Cotton issued by the United

States Department of Agriculture : Classification of American Upland Cotton

(Earle and Taylor, Farmers' Bulletin No. 802, July 1917) affords some details

on this most important 'subject, as follows :

i) Classification according to grade,

a) Grade names.

The United States Ofiicial Cotton Standards are described as follows :

Strict Good Middling.

Good Middling.

Strict Middlingi

Middling.

Strict lyow Middling,

l/ow Middling.

Strict Good Ordinary.

Good Ordinary.
;
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This list of grades covers practically all the white or unstained cotton grown

in a average season, so far as Upland is concerned.

According to the Cottoti Futures Acts of Congress each is reckoned as one

full grade. Middling is the basis grade. All grades above middling should

bring higher prices, and for all grades below middling lower prices should be accept-

ed ; the amount above or below the basis price is to be settled in accordance with

commercial values at the place where the cotton is brought to market in the United

States.

b) Factors that determine the grade.

The principal points to be considered in defining the grade of cotton are i) fo-

reign matter or impurities such as leaf, dust, sand, motes and cut seed ; 2) col-

our ; and 3) the efficiency of the ginning.

With white (unstained) cotton, the admixtures are of greater importance than

the colour. The cotton merchant when buying for the spinner must estimate

value on the staple as well as on the grade». taking into account the following

attributes of.the staple : uniformity, length, strength, and tenacity. The rela-

tive spinning values are therefore to be considered apart from the grade.

§ I. Foreign matter or admixtures : leaf, dust and sand. — The quantity

of leaf, dust and sand in cotton depends largely upon the state of the weather

when the cotton is picked.

Before killing frost occurs there is usually very little admixture of leaf.

Practically all low grade cotton contains a trace of dust or sand which has some-

what lowered the grade in classifying. If up to date machinery were always

used at the ginnery, almost all cotton would reach at least the grade of I<ow

Middling. Efficient cleaning at the gin should improve the cotton by one or

two grades, and would naturally produce better results if the cotton is thoroughly

dry and the gin in good order.

Motes are immature seeds or portions of seed pulled off in ginning, and are

found more or less in all cotton ; they reduce the grade, since they are treated

as waste in manufacturing.

§ 2. Colour. — The weather and the soil are factors which influence the

colour, or whiteness of cotton. The early pickings are usually of good colour

and should grade at least " good middling " Yellow tinged and Yellow stained

cotton generally results from frost on late bolls before they open. Blue' colour

in cotton is usually either from mildew or from continuous rains, perhaps on the

plant, perhaps when the cotton is exposed to weather after ginning and baling.

The colour is of decided importance in grading.

§ 3. Efficiency of ginning. — Ineffective work may result in neps, gin-cut

staple, both caused by the gin being improperly adjusted or, alternatively, by

dampness or by immaturity of staple. Neps look like small white dots, most readily

detected in a thin layer of cotton held up against the light.
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Cut fibres shew themselves in bunches, or V shaped knots. It is difficult

to adjudge the value of gin-cut cotton, and buyers often claim a rebate of i '/^

to 2 cents per pound.

II). Classifkaiion according to length of staple.

§ I. It is customary in the American cotton trade to call cotton that aver-

ages in length of staple i '/g inches or more " Staple Cotton " and that of less than

I Yg inches " Short staple cotton."

Sea Island and Egyptian American varieties are treated apart, but other

long staple cotton is classed according to grade, in practically the same way as

is the bulk of the crop. Graders are however, somewhat less strict as regards

curls, stirings and general smoothness, as the fibres of long stapled Cotton are

prone to become more tangled at the gin than is the case with other sorts. The

length and general character of long staple cotton are the factors which decide

the price. The buyer looking for a lot of cotton possessing the desired length

of staple will not be so particular about grade.

§ 2. We conclude the extracts from the Farmers' Bulletin with two tables

indicating very clearly the advantages gained by marketing the best cotton,

inasmuch as the premiums paid for long staple were very substantial ones, and

according to the second table, dealing with conditions early in 1922, these

premiums had been maintained up to that date, though minimised more recently.

The first table shews the average of premiums paid for strict middling Delta

(Yazoo Valley) Cotton of staple from i '/g to i '/^ inches, based on the price of strict

middling short staple cotton of the same crop, during the years 1913 to 1916.

I<ength of staple
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An additional sixteenth of an inch in length of staple usually adds more to

the market value of staple cotton than does the difference of a grade in its clas-

sification.

V. Stapi,e.

The particulars received from some countries contain many details as to the

length of staple of each variety of cotton produced. It will be noted from the

previous tables of premiums for staple in the United States that the advantage

gained from marketing fine cotton was for a time a very substantial one. This

is also evident from the three tables of Liverpool prices on spot, where the

prices of Middling Upland American Cotton are compared with those of the lowest

(Good Ordinary) and the highest (Middling Fair) of the grades estabHshed on that

market for American.

The grade of Middling Fair American Cotton in Iviverpool is slightly above

that of Strict Good Middling in the United States. The aggregate production

of cotton more valuable than Middling American is relatively small, comprising

as it does, only Egyptian, Peruvian, West Indian, Uganda, Brazilian and some

few thousand bales of improved varieties from West Africa (Nigeria and Togoland),

together with the produce of Egyptian seed in Arizona and California. Sea Island

cotton has been reduced to a- minimum quantity in the United States by the at-

tacks of the boll-weevil, and the capacity of the West India islands to fill the gap

is limited by their small area.

On the other hand, the annual yield of short staple and low grade cotton is

on a vast scale. Almost the whole of the Chinese crop, all that of India and the

indigenous growth of Africa fall into this category.

Experienced authorities teU us that Africa is the country of the future for

cotton growing. Certainly the information afforded by Governments of that

continent seems to bear out expert opinion, founded on personal observation

and insistent on the absolute necessity for planting improved varieties, as the

only method for insuring an adequate return in view of the immense cost of trans-

port from the cotton field to the ship. None but high grade cotton can be made

to realise a sufficient price to meet the necessary outlay.

VI. (^OTTON PLANT ENEMIES.

The following particulars as to cotton plant enemies have been contributed

by Prof. G. Trinchieri, specially for this monograph.

In common with aU widely diffused plants intensively cultivated, cotton is

in no way exempt from attacks of insect and other enemies.

Apart from unpropitious weather conditions in themselves capable of in-

flicting considerable injury, cotton suffers from various cryptogams, from insects

and other invertebrates.
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It results, however, from a consensus of evidence indicated by our inquiries

that the most numerous and important of the cotton enemies are to bp found among

insects rather than among vegetable parasites.

A study of the data to hand tends to shew that although cotton is cultivated

to a greater or less extent in very many parts of the world, it is in America and

Africa that damage occurring from insect enemies is most frequently recorded.

In other regions, Asiatic and Australasian, very little is said concerning these pests.

As might be expected, the extent of injury varies from one country to another.

As types , of insect enemies interfering at certain stages of their existence with

the cultivation of this valuable plant, we may cite the boUweevil (United States)

and the Gelechia gossyfiella (pink boUworm) (Brazil, Mexico, West Indies, Cyprus,

Egypt, etc.).

Other scourges are more or less rife in different countries, Dysdercus an-

dreae (a cotton stainer), Eriophyes gossy-pii (blister mite), Alabama argillacea

and Earia insularia (cotton boUworms) ; more widely spread are the following

:

Contarinia gossypii, Prodenia litura (another cotton stainer), the Oxycarenus

hyalinipennis, Diparopsis Castanea, CHondea obsoleta, etc.

VII. Consumption.

The consumption of cotton in the various countries of production has not

been very definitely established in any statistical form. Some of the lesser grow-

ers export their entire crop, while others, such as India, manufacture a very

large percentage, and China must be supposed to deal with almost all its produc-

tion, in view of its immense population, ordinarily clothed in cotton fambries.

Economic conditions have so greatly disturbed the cotton trade all over the

world that any estimate of consumption based on our information might prove

very misleading, and we do not propose to attempt the task.

VIII. Stocks in I,iveepooi<.

The following tables furnish a detailed comparative statement of the various

descriptions of cotton in stock in I/iverpool at six dates extending from 31 Oc-

toberu 1919 to 28 April 1922. The statement comprises all the figures compiled

in this form by the I/iverpool Cotton Association during that period.

The chief interest attaching to this statement arises from its representative

character. Some 20 or 25 countries appear as contributors to theXive'rpool stocks

and their quotas are subdivided according to the regions of production and the

trade designations. As Liverpool is the principal European cotton market, these

data form a valuable supplement to the partictdars of cotton production collected

in this monograph. The reader is thereby placed in the position of ascertaining

the relative importance in the international market of a considerable number

of the crops dealt with in the text.
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The totals are given according to the figures furnished by the Wverpool

Cotton Association, and are not compiled by the Institute.

As the figures are expressed in bales, of weights difiering according to country

of origin, any strict statistical summary for a given date is impossible, but accu-

rate comparisons may nevertheless be established between the figures relating to

produce of the same country at the six different periods tabulated.

In the following tables of stocks at lyiverpool, mention is made of figures ot

Unters (American, Brazilian, Peruvian, Egyptian). From the Commerce Monthly,

September 1922 (New York) we extract the following particulars concerning linters.

Linters comprise the short fuzz which adheres to the American Upland and

manj' other species of cottonseed after the first ginning. They are removed by a

second ginning in the cottonseed oil mills and in peace time are used mainly for wadd-

ing, stuffing for mattrasses, for absorbent cotton, for mixing with shoddy, felt,

lowgrade yarns and paper productis. As a pure form of natural cellulose they are

used to make guncotton, smokeless powder, varnishes, celluloid, collodion, photo-

graphic films and artificial silk. The war demand for linters for use in making ex-

plosives led to greater activity and more intensive processes in the production of

hnters in the United States so that the output in igi6 was double that of 1913-14.

Many mills obtained more than 150 pounds of linters per ton of seed, whereas

formerly few had obtained as much as 50 pounds. Moreover, quantities of seed

intended for planting were first passed through the delinting machines. Since the

war the average yield of a ton of seed has again been reduced to 54 pounds. As

compared with prewar years there is a considerable increase in the proportion of

linters used in the manufacture of paper products. During 1921 and 1922 Germany

has bee;i the chief importer of linters, which are quoted on the Bremen market.
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Comparative Stocks of Cotton in Liverpool as compiled from returns furnished

to the Liverpool Cotton Association Ltd. [in actual hales).

Descriptions
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BULGARIA.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned duly completed

by the Director General of Agriculture, and the Government has since supplemented

it with other information : Data have also been extracted from the Bulletin Sta-

tistique mensuel de la Direction generale de la Statistique, 1921, No. 6 (Sofia). Trade

figures are taken from the Statistique du Commerce du royaume de Bulgarie avec les

pays Strangers, for 1910 to 1912, and for the period 1913 to 1921, they were sup-

pUed by the Government.

The areas and yields have been as follows

:

YeatB Area Production

acres thousand pounds

19" I.87I 438

I912 1,885 309

I913 1,804 348

1914 3,020 269

1915
, 3,413 475

1916 3,966 427

1917 5,221 364

1918 7,275 556 ,

1919 3,791 475

1920 4,685 579

1921 3,944 883

1922 6,900 1,720

Conditions are very favourable for cotton growing in Southern Bulgaria, es-

pecially in Plovdiv, Haskovo, Jambol and Stara-Zagora, but the area planted,

even when prices of textiles were so high, did not increase very much from its small

dimensions. The causes are stated as (i) the pectiliar structure of Bulgarian agri-

culture " and its consequent instabiUty "
(2) the want of propaganda for advocat-

ing its extension. The ctdtivators therefore grow no more than they require for

their domestic consumption.

Planting takes place in April and picking in September.

The type of cotton preferred is the Haskovo with staple of ^/^g to '^/^g inches.

Some small quantities of Turkestan cotton are grown, the staple is from '/g to

I inch ; here and there Texas seed is sown and gives a staple of ^/^ to i ^/^g inches.

The Haskovo bolls yield on the average 55 ounces of lint and 117 ounces of seed,

or 31,9 % of lint. Turkestan cotton yields in lint 66 otmces, in seed 130 ounces,

percentage of lint 33,78. Texas yields 74 ounces of lint, percentage 33,45.
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As cotton growing in Bulgaria is on such a small scala, and the produce is

employed for local domestic requirements, very little comes to market. Consump-

tion, in spinning mills in the larger centres of population, is met by imports.

The quantities of ginned cotton imported have been as follows :

Years ^"1"'''

— tliousaud pounds

1910 1,583

1911 1,782

1912 1,877

1913 974

1914 1.185

1915 168

1916 56

1917 35

1918 418

1919 2

1920 . 483

1921 18



Area
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ITAI,Y.

In reply to the Questionnaire of the Institute, the Ministry of Agriculture has

furnished the following information. Some data have also been extracted from

La CotonicuUura nel Mezzogiorno, by Dr. Guido Mangano (Rapporto a S. E. il

Ministro di AgricoUura, Industria e Commercio. Istituto Coloniale Italiano. Flo-

rence, 19 12).

According to communications from the Government dated 15 March 1922,

the area under cotton in the Kingdom of Italy is about 8650 acres, and the yield

of ginned cotton is about 2491 thousand pounds (from 7,496 thousand pounds of

seed cotton). The yield on irrigated land comprising fully one half of the total

area, is about 1000 pounds of seed cotton per acre ; the portion of the crop so-

lely dependent on rainfall yields about 600 pounds. Rotation of cotton cultiva-

tion with other crops is generally adopted.

Almost the whole crop is grown in Sicily, in the provinces of Catania and Syra-

cuse, near Terranova and Girgenti. A few hundred hectares are under cotton in

the province of I,ecce (Apulia) on the Mainland. 1

Planting begins in March and is completed in April
;
picking take place in

September.

The descriptions grown are BiancaviUa (from a green-coloured cottonseed)

some varieties of American Upland, and Terranova.

The average length of staple is about one inch.

The cotton plant suffers in Italy from attacks of rust, and of the cotton worm.
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MAI,TA.

The questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned by the Govern-

ment duly completed, and the information is from this authority. The trade

figures for 1912 are taken from the Statistical Abstract for the several British

oversea Dominions and Protectorates 1903 to 1917 ; the later data are furnished

by the Government.

The area and yield were as follows :

Years Area

acres

^loduction

thousand pounds

I9I2 1,144

I913 1.042

I914 1,006

I915 946

I916 817

1917 744

1918 677

1919 630

1920 605

1921 1,226

244

225

196

183

158

128

125

137

114

232

Cotton is grown in all suitable soils of the Maltese Islands.

Planting takes place in April and May. Picking is from September to No-

vember.

The produce is all of short staple, nearly the whole being Gossypium herbaceum

pmnuum, notable for its early maturity, purity of colour, always of the purest white,

and for strength of staple.

Nankin Cotton {Gossypium religiosum), also grown iu small quantity, less

than I % of the total crop, and of reddish colour, is used for domestic con-

sumption only. The Gossypium hirsutum (Upland long staple), barbadense

(Sea Island) and peruvianum (Peruvian tree cotton) are in the experimental

stage only.
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Exports have been as follows :

Almost all Maltese Cotton is exported.

thousaud pounds

I912 466

I9I3 271

I9I4 41

I915 23

I916 103

I917 82

I918 58

I919 61

1920 116



AMERICA
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ARGENTINA.

No official information as regards cotton growing in Argentina has been re-

ceived from the Government.The trade figures are .extracted from the following

:

Anuario de la Direccion General de Estadistica for 1912 ; Government data for

1912 to 1916, and 1919 to 1921 ; El Comercio Exterior Argentina, Direccion Gene-

ral de Estadistica for 1917 and 1918. The publication Business Conditions in Ar-

gentina, p. 22. E. Tornquist (Buenos Aires, 1922) affords the following particulars

of area and production

:

1911-12 4,458

1912-13 6,919

1913-14 5-478

1914-15 8,155

1915-16 9,118

1916-17 7.599

1917-18 29,097

1918-19 32,680

1919-20 32,989

1920-21 59.306

Production
in ginned cotton
Converted figures

thousand pounds

1,191

1,852

1.323

2,131

2,425

' 2,096

7,716

7.790

7.863

13,228

Planting takes place from October to December. The period of picking is not

stated.

The Territories of Eormosa and the Chaco are those most occupied with cot-

ton, some is grown in Corrientes while essays have been made in Misiones and o}:her

Northern Provinces.

The varieties grown are l/ouisiana and Russell both of United States origin; a

hybrid of these two species is entitled Chaco, and has become completely acclimatised.

Sowing is done by the native Indians, but subsequent work is effected mainly

by European races.

The native can gather about 88 pouiids of seed cotton per day, the customary

yield being reckoned at 445 pounds per acre.
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Exports of ginned cotton were as follows

:

Years thousand pounds

I9II 126

I9I2 1,231

1913 IT^

1914 609

1915 58

1916 120

1917 336

1918 1,382

1919 3.047

1920 9,083

1921 5,260

Cotton from Argentina is represented in the figures of stocks compiled by the

Liverpool Cotton Association (See tables Section VIII, Summary, page XXIV).
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BRAZII,.

The questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned duly completed,

and has furnished most of the following information. The publications entitled

A cuUura de Algodoneiro no Brasil (Coelho de Souza, Rio de Janeiro, 1921). — Mi-

nisterio da Agricultura, Industria e. Commercio and Brazilian Cotton (Manchester,

1922, A. S. Pearse, Secretary of the International Federation of Master Cotton

Spinners), have also been consulted. The authority for trade figures is Commercio

Exterior do Brazil. Directoria de Estadistica Commercial, for the corresponding

years.

The data of area and production are as follows

:

Yeats Area Prodrjction
picking

'^
in ginned cotton

acres thousand pounds

I915-16 504,018 134.901

I916-17 501,075 I34.II4

I917-18 726,626 164,720

I918-I9 . 604,972 161,921

1919-20 685,372 183,441

1920-21 805,444 215,578

1921-22 '.

1,419,888 292,334

The areas under cotton have greatly extended in recent years, in both North-

ern and Southern regions, and while the official estimates have also increased,

it is the opinion of Mr. A. S. Pearse, who recently made a tour of the country

on behalf of the International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners, that the area

available for cotton cultivation might possibly be found to exceed that planted

in the United States.

The Northern, or equatorial, area extends from Maranhao to Bahia along

the Une of coast, as well as inland for an average distance of nearly 150 miles. The

southern area, mainly based on Sao Patdo, occupies several fertile regions from

15° to 250 south latitude.

In Brazil the process of Cotton growmg is undertaken at "different seasons in

the North and in -the South of the country, and in the former region, the long sta-

ple cotton is planted earlier than American or shorter staple.

PjvANTmG.

North: In Parahyba and Rio Gratide del Norte, i Ysiiiches and over, I,ong

Staple cotton is planted in December and January ; under i Y^ inches., American

seed or shorter staple in February to April.

South : Planting is done from September to November.
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PlCKING.

North : August to December.

South : March to May.

The varieties mentioned as important are Long staple (Tree Cottons).

Serid6 or Moc6 with staple = i ^/^g to i ^^/jg inches

Inteiro (Rim de Boi) = i '/jg inches

Quebradinho = i Yi6 to i ^/^g inches

Verdao = i ^/^^ to l ^^le inches

Shorter staple (annuals generally)

Macaco or Ganga i ^/^g inches

Webber American i

Cleveland »

'

^i * 3/ u
Russel big boll American I ^ /'« *° ^ /'«

""^^^^

Express
j

Serido (Moco) is of creamy and silky character, of uniform strength : peren-

nial, with an average Ufe of 20 years.

Inteiro. White and silky character : very strong. Pyramid-shaped seeds in

a cluster from 5 to 9 in the boll.

(Also known as freiras religioso, rim de boi, Brasileiro).

Quebradinho. White and crisp character ; very strong : Separate seeds in the

boll, large and rough, green appendage.

Verdao or Riquesa, White, long, silky and resistent character, large seeds,

with a green appendage.

Also known as azulao, rompe letras, etc.

Macaco. Character of staple, short and rough. Seeds rough and covered,

with chestnut coloured substance.

Serido (Moco) is the var iety prevailing in Brazil, especially at Parahyba and

liio Grande do Norte ; it is the best cotton in Brazil.

Quebradinho and Inteiro (Rim do Boi). More cultivated in other States of

Brazil than in Parahyba.

Verdao is a species grown almost everywhere in Brazil.

The American varieties are grown in damp cUmates in the North and generally

in the Southern states of Brazil, i ndeed in Sao Paulo State the whole crop is of Amer-

ican Upland description. Interesting details relating to stocks of various descrip-

tions of Brazilian Cotton at lyiverpool are given in the tables of Section VIII of the

Summary, at page XXIII.
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The relative quantities of long staple and comparatively short staple cotton

produced in the undermentioned yea,rs, were as follows

:

Years of Tjirkinp ^°S staple SllorUr staple
Years oi picJang

j^ ,y^ j^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^ indies)

thousand pounds thousand pounds

I915-16 78,926 '55.976

I916-I7 77.791 56,323

1917-18 ' • 95.549 69,171

1918-19 93.915 68,007

1919-20 io6,Qoo 77,000

1920-21 125,000 91,000

1915 and 1919 were years of severe drought. In 1920 the winter was marked

by very low temperatures especially in the North.

As might be expected in a fertile and tropical country such as Brazil, insect

pests ar« numerous, and abound in the cotton fields.

The pink boUwbnn [Gelechia gossypiella, or locally lagartd rosadd) is that which

is most feared, as it attacks the boll and the seed- a few Weeks before ripening

takes place, ultimately finding a resting place within the seed itself. The Egyp-

tian method of destroying the pink bollworm by passing the seed somewhat ra-

pidly through chambers raised to a high temperature, has been "paralleled in Bra-

zil by exposure for three hours to a sun temperature of about 140° Fahrenheit

;

sand is mixed with the seed in order to- retain the requisite heat, fatal to the worm

in most instances. The danger to be avoided is that of scorching the sound seed

and consequent sterUity. According to Mr. A. S. Pearse [Brazilian Cotton, p. 65,

Manchester, 1922), no extensive damage to the Brazilian cotton crop has been

occasioned by the pink bollworm, subsequently to 1919, the first year where it

became rife.

The quantities of ginned cotton manufactured in the country, all by mills,

are as follows :

Years thousand pounds

1911 100,335

1912 106,623

1913 108,674

1914 78.297

1915 126,500

1916 132,547

Average requirements were stated by the Rio Cotton Conference, of 1916

to be 134,000 thousand pounds, which were supplied in part by Brazilian cotton

as above stated.
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Since the date of the Rio Conference just mentioned the domestic consump-

tion of cotton in Brazil has increased to

:

Years thousand pounds

I9I7 151,330

I918 157,499

I9I9 - ^154,824

1920 155,424

Exports of ginned cotton were as follows

:

Years tliousaud pounds

I9II 32,291

I9I2 36,980

I9I3 82,505

I9I4 67,096

I915 11,525

I916 2,361

I917 13,098

1918 5,7^9

1919 26,793

1920 54,446

1921 '. 43,226
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COLOMBIA.

OiiScial data as to Cotton growing and export are respectively those of the

1915 crop, taken from the Anuario Estadistico of that year, and those in 1917

from the Estadistica del Co'mercio Exterior de la Republica de Colombia 1917.

The information now afforded is from United States Commerce Reports {Depart-

ment of Commerce, Washington) and from a Report to the Imperial Institute,

lyondon by M. P. Dawe, F. I^. S., Director of the Tropical Agricultural Station

(Volume XIX, No. i, 1921).

Cotton is grown in the Valley of the Magdalena River, chiefly in the vicinity

of Baranquilla, in plantations varying in size from 60 to, 400 acres.

t Some quantity is also produced in the Departments of Boyaca and Santan-

der, sometimes at altitudes of 3000'' to 4000 feet.

The area and production have been estimated as follows

:

Years Area Production

acres thousand pounds

I9I5 11,416 2,658

1917 19,000 3,000

1918 24,000 2,750

1920 ..,.-... — 3,000

Sowing takes place in April arid May, and the picking in the following

January, February and March.

As the cotton tree is productive during, four or five years, sowings on any

specified areas are only at comparatively long intervals. No labour is expended

on the plant except during the annual pickirig.

The Cotton grown in the higher valleys is in sriiaU patches, frequently mi-

xed with other crops, such as cassava, and very little preparation is given to the

soil. Often the land is merely cleared, without ploughing. In the Boyaca district

the cotton is indigenoiis and apparently of the same type as that cultivated by

the Indians at the era of Spaiush Conquest. The natives. sell most of their crop

to local spinning mills.

The species is Gossypium peruvianum, and the quality is geineraUy good,

though the colour is very variable. The staple averages about i.i inch.

Several spinning mills are in operation in different parts of the country.

Arrivals of Colombian cotton take place in I/iverpool from time to time (See

tables in Summary Section VIII, page XXIV) and good fair Cartagena (Colombian

growth) was quoted at Havre occasionally during 1922 at 12 % to 15 % below middl-

ing upland American, some lots being apparently equal in value to good ordinary

American.

The only figure of export available is 956. thousand pounds for 1917.
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ECUADOR.

We have not received any official data as to cotton growing in Ecuador. The
trade figures are taken from the Boletin Esiadistica de la Hacienda Publi'ca.

No data of area or of production are available.

The quality is similar to that of Moderate Rough Peruvian, but less valuable,

as the fibre is softer. The plant is of the perennial type, cut down to the root

periodically and replaced at the end of four years.

Exports, after being unimportant for a series of years, were in 1919 1288 thou-

sand pounds.

A quantity of not less than 5000 bales of 250 pounds each (1250 thousand

pounds) has arrived in I/iverpool during the years 1919 to 1922, according to the

stock returns compiled by the I/iverpool Cotton Association (see tables in Summary,

Section VIII page XXIII).
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GUATEMAI^A.

A report of the British Vice-Consul at Guatemala, published in the Board

of Trade Journal {I^ondon) 13 July 1922, p. 47, furnishes most of the following

information.. The Trade figures are based on those communicated by the

Government.

Data of area and production are unavailable.

Until 1922 cotton growing was Umited to the Pacific slope, around Mazate-

nango, but about 675 acres have been planted near Zacapa (on the Atlantic slope)

and^ further area of 2500 acres was in preparation for cultivation in that year.

No particulars as to dates of planting and picking have been received.

The Zacapa district is particularly suitable for Cotton growing : the climate

is sufficiently hot, and rain falls only between May and November ; the Cotton

plantations, being in alluvial soil near the river Matagua, have no present need

of irrigation. This cotton is of the Peruvian t3^e ; while that grown near Ma-

zatenango is indigenous. Both are described as long staple.

New ginneries have been established in each locality.

The difficulty in regard to any great development lies in the lack of labour

the immigration of coloured races being restricted by legislation.

Importation of cotton into Guatemala averaged about 661 thousand pounds,

between 1914 and 1918. The imports during 1921 were only 41 thousand pounds.

A quantity of Sakellaridis (Egptian) seed was sent to Guatemala in 192 1,

in order to~ make trials of this species.
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BRITISH GUIANA.

The questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been duly returned by the

Agricultural Department, with the following infonjiation

:

Cotton is not planted commercially, either for local use or for export. An
area of less than a quarter acre is devoted to. experiments in the Botanic Gardens

at Georgetown.

Scattered trees of indigenous cotton are grown in the vicinity of the homes of

the aborigines in the hinterlands of the colony, but no estimates can be made as

to the number of trees or as to yields.

These trees are of the species Gossyfium brasiliehse belonging to the short

staple type of Peruvian cotton.

The small quantity grown is usually termed " Buck Cotton, " and is em-

ployed exclusively for domestic purposes, by the natives themselves.



SURINAM (Dutch Gxiiana).

The Director of Agriculture lias furnished many details of the former cotton

growing in Surinam, at one time of considerable importance. It is now confined,

chiefly by the absence of suitable labour facilities, to cultivation in experimental

stations.

From the year 1704 there were cotton plantations near the coast and the banks

©f some of the creeks ; the descriptions grown in the eighteenth and nineteenth cent-

uries being chiefly Peruvian and Bourbon, with some small areas under Sea

Island.

The area of former cotton plantations was about 55,000 acres.

The identical area could without difiiculty be reclaimed from the tidal

inroads, by the reconstruction of the dykes which formerly protected these lowlying

lands, while other ground could also be made available.

It is found to be advantageous to plant at the opening of the principal rainy

season in May, as this is followed by three months of dry weather from September

to November, when picking can take place ; the plant continues to flourish during

the minor rains of December to February, and picking is then resumed during the

ensuing drier weather.

The export of cotton had attained . 1,348 thousand pounds by the year 1794

and after an interval of reduced outturn, again increased to 1,464 thousand povmds

in 1820, 2,568 thousand in 1825 and 2,211 thousand in 1830 when a continuous

decline in results took place and the industry was nearly extinguished by 1880.

At the existing experimental stations Sea Island cotton seed is sown, and the

samples of the cotton produced and -sent to Europe have received very favourable

appreciations.

Spinners in the Netherlands niention the colour,, staple and otiier merits of

these samples as surpassing the usual Sea Island tjrpe ; the staple reaching i ^U

inches according to the Government technical adviser.

At Rotterdam, a staple of i 'Ae inches is reported, and at Manchester Cham-

ber of Commerce I^aboratory, the sample submitted, is considered to be of Sea

Island type, with some iinmature fibre. I^ength of staple from i to 2.3 inches,

average 1.63 inches.
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MEXICO.

The Pan American Union Journal (Washington) July 1921, and the United

States Department of Commerce Reports (Washington), 29 October 1920, 31 October

and 5 December 1921 and 5 Jtine 1922, have furnished details as to production and

consumption of cotton in Mexico. The trade figures were communicated direct

by the Government.

The following data are approximate estimates of the production in the I^aguna

district, in the respective years :

Years thousand pounds

1919-20 66,920

1920-21 32,026

1921-22 35.850

The outturn of the I^aguna crop of 1921-22 was estimated at 143 pounds of

Unt per acre.

'Th.e. Pan American Union Journal of July 1921 estimates the crop in the

Mexican State of l/ower CaUfornia for 1921 at 85,000 bales and the U. S. Consul

at MexicaU (l/ower CaUfornia) gives an estimate of the crop 1922 at 110,000 bales.

The Washington Census Bureau Report of December 1921 includes 24,000 bales

grown in Lower California, in the total' for 1921-22.

From all information to hand it is clear that cotton is grown in many parts

of the Republic. The Laguna district is the most important. In I^ower Califor-

nia a considerable quantity has latterly been grown near the United States fron-

tier, and in Sonora some important areas are now devoted to this crop.

The dates of planting vary in the different regions'"; in lyaguna sowing is

usually completed early in March while in the irrigated lands of I,ower CaUfornia

and Sonora this operation is generally undertaken rather later.

Picking begins in I^aguna late in July and may continue until the end of the

year, when picking is usually completed in I^ower CaUfornia also.

Owing to the excessive dryness of the I^aguna district and especiaUy on ac-

count of the absence of dew during August and September, when the cotton is

ready for picking, the staple is usuaUy shorter than in the United States and not

so strong. The average length in 1919-20 crop was less than one inch.

The Ivower CaUfornia crop on the contrary is long staple being grown from

Egyptian seed.

The early planting in I^aguna district is adopted in order to pick as soon as

possible and so rescue the crop from the ravages of the pink boU worm. The loss

from insect pests on early sown crops is estimated at 10%, that on later crops

at 25%.
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Commerce Reports (Washington) 29 October 1920 affords estimates of the

consumption of cotton in Mexico as follows :

Years thousand pounds

1900 • 30,865

1910 74,957

1913 72,381

The Government data of exports have been as follows

:

Years thousand pounds

I915 141

I916 8,050

I917 21,807

I918 47.247

In 1919 Great- Britain took 30.000 bales (See tables of stocks at I^iverpool,

Summary Section VIII, page XXIII).

It was expected that there would be a surplus for export from the 1920 crop

of 40,000 thousand pounds.
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NICARAGUA.

No official data have been received from this country, but United States

Consular Reports 1921, quoted in Cotton No. 1314, 21 January 1922 (Man-

chester) mentions that Nicaragua has grown small quantities of cotton annually

for a considerable period chiefly in the district round Chinandega.

The attractive prices of the past few years have stimulated production,

and exports, which had been only occasional and very small in quantity,

have increased in 192 1, when 377 thousand pounds were shipped from

June to August, almost entirely to Barcelona. Occasional arrivals of Nicaraguan

Cotton have also taken place at Iviverpool, during 1919, 1920 and 1921 according

to the periodical returns of Stocks made by the lyiverpool Cotton Association.

See tables in Summary, Section VII, page XXIV). The cotton is described as of

short staple.
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PARAGUAY.

The foUowii^g information is mainly taken from Paraguay : a Commercial Hand-

book by W. H. Schurz, Trade Commissioner (Washington, 1920), Department of

Commerce.

Cotton was, at one .time, grown exteAsively in Paraguay, but later owing to

war, the cultivation was almost abandoned. In recent years the Banco Agricola

has done much to encourage cotton growing, both by distributing seed tb farmers

and by guarantees to purchase the tmginned cotton, at fixed prices according to

grade. The Banco Agricola estimated the area planted in 1918 at 865 acres,

and the production at 849 thousand pounds of tmgitmed cotton. Their estimate

of production for 1919 was 1,223 thousand pounds.

According to the United States Trade Commissioner at Buenos Aires, the

cotton crop of 1921-22 is officially estimated, at 717 thousand pounds of lint,

equal of about 2,200 thousand pounds of unginned cotton.

Planting takes place in October and November, and picking is in process from

January to May.

Apart from the cotton cultivated, the indigenous or tree cotton grows

in many regions of the republic and continues to bear for ten or twelve years

without replanting.

The chief centre of the cultivated area sown chiefly with American, Indian,

and Egyptian seed, is the Scandinavian Colony of Puerto Elisa, on the Paraguay

river at a short distance below Asuncion.

An Association of cotton growers {Asociacion de Algodoneros del Paraguay)

has been formed for the purpose of promoting the cultivation of cotton on a larger

scale.

The yield per acre is stated to be high for cultivated cotton, the average is

given as 625 pounds of unginned cotton, or about 200 pounds of lint per acre.

The staple is said to be of good length and quality but no data on this point

are available, in any case the " crioUo " or indigenous tree cotton is altogether

of a lower type.

Ginning is effected in the Oficinas Revisadores at Asuncion, under control

of the Banco Agricola.

No data of exports are available, about 200 bales of Paraguayan Cotton

were in stock in lyiverpool, in AprU 1922, according to the Iviverpool Cotton

Association Returns (See tables. Summary, Section VIII, page XXIV).
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PERU.

Information to hand from Peru is furnished by the British Consul General in the

report of M. F. K. Manners on the finance, industry and trade of Peru up to 31

October 1921 {Board of Trade Journal, 22 January 1922, Ivondon). The World's

Cotton Crops (London, 1915) p. 215 and 216, by Professor John A. Todd has also

suppUed data. Those dealing with trade are taken from the following authorities :

Estadistica del Comercio Especial del Peru. — Superintendencia General de Aduanas,

for igioto 1914 ; Extracto estadistica correspondiente al aiio 1918 preparada por la

direccion de Estadistica del Ministerio de Fomento, for 1915 to 1918 ; Commerce Re-

ports, Department of Commerce United States, No. 9, 12 January 1921, for 1920.

The area and production have been as follows :

_y . Production"^^ ^'^^
(ginned cotton)

acres thousand pounds

I912 — 53,420

I913 — —
I914 — 61,584

I915 138,860 54.234

I916 137,479 60,855

I917 160,176 59.800

I918 158,224 61,730

I9I9 222,161 73.983

1920 163,094 78,264

I92I 160,621 74.957

Part of the crop of 1921 remained unpicked owing to low prices.

The coast of Peru consists of arid sand hUls intersected by numerous

valleys, varying ia length from 25 to 100 miles, with rapid streams from the Andes

on a steep descent rendering the irrigation easy and general, the coast zone being

practically rainless. The cotton growing estates are of considerable size and

are in the hands of Peruvians ; the labour is suppUed by native Indians. Some

co-operation is established in a few areas. The proximity of guano on the neigh-

bouring islands and easy access to the sea for the transport of the cotton to market,

are great factors in encouraging production, as fertiUsers are of immense help where

the land has been continuously under crop.

Much of the land in these valleys has been provided with irrigation since the

era of the Incas, when the cultivation appears to have been chiefly for food sup-

plies for the large population then dwelUng in Peru.

Since the recent decUne in the price of rubber, formerly the chief product of the

eastern region of Peru, on the upper waters of the Amazon, cotton has been grown.
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This region contains much land suitable for growing fine cotton but the discouragement

consequent on the decline in price renders it quite uncertain whether cotton growing

in the Peruvian Orient can be considered as .firmly established. In 1918, 933

thousand pounds of ginned cotton were exported down the Amazon, and in 1919

the quantity increased to 2,242 thousand with a further development in 1920.

Planting takes place as a rule in October or November along the greater

part of the west coast, but in some parts of this region the climate is so

uniform that planting can be done at any time of the year. Picking begins

in May or June.

The bulk of the crop consists of. the Smooth Peruvian descriptions, about

65 % of the total, generally grown as a biennial. The average yield per

acre for the first year is about 500 pounds of unginned cotton and in the

second year about 350 pounds. The lint yield is about 31 %.
The perennial cultivation forms about 30 % of the total crop. It is of long

staple, about i ^4 to i % inches, and has been largely used for mixing with wool.

The species of cotton known as Rough Peruvian (Gossypium Peruvianum)

is indigenous and perennial. The tree grows to a height of eight or ten feet ; it

is usua!Uy replanted after the fourth crop. Cotton can be picked from it all the year

round, but the two chief seasons are from June to October and from December

to March. This variety is grown chiefly along the Northern portion of the coast

zone, where rainfalls are sometimes heavy, and the heat is greater.

A small quantity of Sea Island cotton is now grown, always in locaUties

very near the sea.

Egyptian Mitafifi cotton has also been established in Peru ; where it has reach-

ed a finer grade than this variety does in Egypt itself.

Interesting details relating to stocks of various descriptions of Peruvian Cotton

at I,iverpool are given in the tables. Section VIII of the Summary, page XXIII.

Cotton is remarkably free from insect pests in Peru, though the Rough Peruvian

tree suffers from attacks of Piojo bianco. It is considered possible that more fre-

quent replanting may control this pest. 1

Ginning is done chiefly on the estates where cottonseed is also crushed and

the resulting products find a local market.

A very large proportion of the inhabitants of Peru are entirely self-supporting

as regards the supply of food and the provision of clothing, so that much of the cot-

ton grown is devoted to home manufactures. In the district of Apurimac cotton
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has recently been extensively planted to meet the requirements of a spinning

mill capable of producing 6400 yards of calico daily.

Exports have been as follows :

Years thousand pounds

I9IO 31.099

I9II 35.026

I912 42.396

I9I3 52,731

I9I4 50,486

I915 '..... 46,573

I916 53,408

I917 38,306

1918 47,449

1919 87,551
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UNITEI) STATKS

The Official Authority for cotton statistics of the United States is the Census

iureau. The Department of Agriculture issues crop reports and estimates, and the

)epartment of Commerce publishes export and import data . [Monthly Summary

f Foreign Commerce of the United States). Other authorities,, such as the Financial

'hronicle (New York) Commerce Monthly (Washington) and the International Cotton

'tatistics of the International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners (Manchester),

Iso provide valuable information. The following particulars are the result of

ummarising the various items collected ; the subject is too vast for adequate

iistice to be done in a review of this description ; material regarding the United

tates Cotton crop is very plentiful; and therefore only one or two points have been

elected for more detailed treatment.

The Cotton crop of the United States is so much the most important in the

world's total that it practically takes not only the leading place, but an exclusive

lue as regards the regulation of supply and price of the raw material. American'

!otton, holding as it does an intermediate position in respect of its character-

itics between the long stapled Egyptian and the short stapled East Indian, attracts

he bulk of the deniand from spinners throughout the United States and Europe

enerally. In fact, American cotton has, as yet, no rival in the markets of the

rorld. The immense quantity grown is so nearly of one type, with only minor

ivergences, that the manufacturer can rely upon satisfactory results from his

lurchases on the basis of " Middling " to an extent that is impossible when deal-

ig with cotton from other countries.

At the period of the Civil War of 1861-1865 the production of cotton in the

Jnited States had attained a figure of about two thousand milHon pounds, the

ater years of the century witnessed a production of five thousand miUion, and

ecently a total of 7 34 thousand million pounds has been registered more than once.

The area under cotton in the United States, and the annual yields have been

s follows :

Area Production
Years

((hnu>!and>il '" thousand pounds
acres (thousands)

(exclusive of linters)

1913- 37.089 6,766,586

1914 36,832 7,712,550

I915 31,412 5,349.790

I916 34,985 5,473,116

I9I7 33,841 5,402,370

I918 36,008 5.755.614

I9I9 33,566 5,469.139

1920 35.878 6,424,147

I92I 31,427 (l) 3,976,551

1922 34,852 4,844,530 (Estimated 25 September)

(l) Ginners' final report figures up to the end of February 1922.
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Cotton is grown throughout the Southern States but the quantity raised in

Texas is far greater than in any other State. Some regions, such as the Yazoo Delta

district, near the Mississippi River, have proved very favourable for yields of fine

cotton so that the staple and character of cotton from the Yazoo Delta surpass the

average of Upland Cotton. Some considerable areas in California and Arizona, near

the Mexican frontier, have been irrigated and planted with Egyptian seed ; the

results are favourable, so far as yields are concerned.

The Ginners' Final Reports to the Department of Commerce on the crop 1921-

22, and to the Department of Agriculture for previous crops, give the subjoin-

ed totals for the four successive seasons, all in actual bales ; the figures for 1921-22

were those pubUshed at a later date than that inserted in the table of production

on the preceding page.
1921—1922 1920-1921 1919-1920 1918-1919

thousand bales thousand bales thousand bales thousand bales

North Carolina .... 804 925 830 898

South Carolina .... 786 1,623 1426 1.570

Georgia 823 1,415 1,660 2,122

Florida 12 18 16 29

Alabama 587 663 713 801

Mississippi 818 895 961 1,226

Louisiana 284 388 298 588

Texas 2,129 4,345 3,099 2,697

Arkansas 788 1,215 884 987

Tennessee 298 325 310 330

Oklahoma 478 1,336 1,016 577

Arizona 43 103 60 56

Cahfornia 35 75 56 67

Missouri 68 79 64 62

Virginia 17 22 23 25

All other States (i) . . 9 13 5 6

Totals . . . 7,977 13,440 11,421 12,041

Average' Gross Weight per Bale in Ivbs. 498.5 in 1921-22, 506.4 in 1920-21,

504.2 in 1919-20, 505.6 in 1918-19.

According to the figures of State yields, the production in Cahfornia and Arizona

was only 78,000 bales in 1921, as compared with 178,000 bales in 1920, 116,000

in 1919 and 123,500 in 1918.

Into the figures of production the American Egyptian description enters as

follows : all in actual bales.

1918 36,187

1919 40.437

1920 37,000

(i) Includes Kansas, Kentucky and New Mexico.
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Interesting details relating to stock of various descriptions of American Cotton

at lyiverpool are given in the tables (Section VIII of the Summary, page XXIII).

Planting begins in March in Texas, and is carried on throughout April and

into May in thfe Southern States generally.

The earliest picking in Texas takes place in July. Picking continues until

November or December in some seasons, being brought to a close when killing

frosts prevail.

Both planting and picking are rather later in California and Arizona.

The Classification of American Upland Cotton is dealt with as a special

subject, in the general summary.

Chief among the insect pests attacking the American cotton plant is the boll

weevil. The Commerce Monthly of February 1922 (New York) includes an essay on

this pest. We have made a summary as foUows

:

During the cotton season of 1921 the depredations of the boU weevil covered

practically the entire cotton region. The eggs of this pest are laid at first in the

forms or squares of the cotton plant which precede the blossoms, and later

in the season in the green boUs also. A whole generation, from egg to maturity,

occupies only three or four weeks, so that infestation may become complete in a

very short time. In August or September, migration by flight takes place and

results in new areas being attacked next spring.

The major part of boll weevil damage is done by shedding of the injured squa-

res and boUs. Where the boU weevil is not controlled, cotton growing becomes

impossible. The best and cheapest method for eradication is, so far, poisoning

by calcium arsenate; when 10 to 15' per cent of the squares have become infested,

the plant is thoroughly dusted with this preparation, destructive to the matured

insect. About three applications at intervals of four days will suffice unless in

rainy weather. From 5 to 7 pounds of calcium arsenate per acre are required,

and exact chemical specifications, if followed, prevent injury to the plant. The

cost of dusting with calcium arsenate and of the material and accessories is con-

sidera hie, and the United States Department of Agriculture does not advise the

operation for poor land, nor if the cost per acre exceeds the current value of 100

pounds of seed cotton.

The fact of infestation, in any case, calls for much increased labour, and well

considered care as to clearing the land in autumn, early planting and picking

;

aU these are items found most effective in combating the pest. In any event,

production under the new conditions is much more costly than before.

The southern farmer will not permit boU weevU to drive him out of the bu-

siness of growing cotton. He will diversify his production by experiments in food

and forage crops and in cattle rearing. The interval caused by rotation of

crops is a factor in control of all insect pests, and particularly of the boll weevil.

By reason of the destruction wrought by the boll weevil, Sea Island cotton

is now a very small crop in the United States. The finer qualities of cotton
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require a longer period for ripening and therefore are more esqiosed to insect

attacks.

According to the International Cotton Statistics (Manchester) February 1922

published by the International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners, the quantity

of cotton manufactured in the United States was as follows (exclusive of linters) :

Thousand hales of 500 Lbs each, gross weight.

Years
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VENEZUEI.A.

The Boletln del Ministerio de Fomento of 1920 quoted by Commerce Reports

(Washington, 12 March 1921) contains some particulars as to the cultivation of cotton

in the Republic, chiefly along the whole line of the Coast States. Cotton is

also found in other States and Territories of the Republic, but not in a

cultivated condition," and the quantity produced is not sufficient to form a

basis of calculation. Most of this territory is arable, and only requires the

work of the agriculturist to utiUse it.

A work by Pittier, Esposo de las formaciones vegetales, expresses the opinion that

with improved cultivation Venezuela might become one of the principal cotton grow-

ing countries of the western hemisphere. A careful selection of seed is vital, also

the prevention of mixture of various qualities ; otherwise the length and strength

of the staple cannot become uniform. The Boletin already mentioned gives the ave-

rage annual yield of cotton at 15,770 thousand pounds, and the Report of the British

Minister to Venezuela for 192 1 sta,tes that the three chief spinning mills in the country

consume about 4,500 thousand pounds yearly. No data as to times of planting and

picking are available.

Data of exports are furnished by the Government as follows :

Years thousand pounds

I919 371

1920 1,050

More recently, the arrivals of Venezuelan cotton in Liverpool have been on the

increase, according to stock returns furnished to the I/iverpooI Cotton Association

(See tables. Summary, Section VIII, page XXIV).
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ANTIGUA (West Indies).

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been returned by the Govern-

ment duly completed. Data are also extracted from the Reports of the Agricultu-

ral Department), Antigua 1919 and 1920, issued by the Imperial Commissioner of

Agriculture for the West Indies, and froni Colonial Reports {Leeward Islands) 1919-20

(Ivondon). Trade figures are furnished by the Government.

Area and production were as undernoted

:

Area Productioa
Years —

thousand pounds— acres (ginned cotton)

1909-10 378 90

I9IO-II 556 138

I9II-I2 625 127

I9I2-I3 929

I9I3-I4 . 1,282 240

I914-I5 741 121

I915-I6 509 —
1916-17 351 —
I917-18 571 78

I918-I9 976 118

1919-20 791 109

1920-21 800 114

1921-22 500 —

The dates of planting are September and October in district A, May and June

in district B.

Picking is done between January and July in the former area, between Septem-

ber and March in the latter.

All the cotton grown is Sea Island [Gossipium barbadense) ; the average length

of staple at the Government experiment farm was about 2 inches.

Severe attacks of the Cotton worm {Alabama Argillacea) were experiencfed

during 1919 ; arsenical poisons were in fair supply but were neglected by some of the

growers. Cotton stainers {Dysdercus Andreae) were also rife but were controlled

by collection from cotton seed traps set in the fields. Contarinia Gossypii (flowerbud

maggot) also did considerable damage in October.
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The yield of the crop 1921-22 was expected to be poor, owing to severe drought.

The exports, which eventually represent the whole production of the islands

of Antigua and Barbuda, have been as follows

:

Yeats Ginned cotton

thousand xwunds

I9II-I2 81

I912-I3 186

I9I3-I4 . . . .
' 160

I914-I5 81

I915-16 80

1916-17 34

1917-18 53

1918-19 : 159

1919-20 64

1920-21 118
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BAREADOS (West Indies).

The Questionnaire. forwarded by the Institute was. returned duly completed

by the Director of Agriculture.

The information thus afforded forms the basis of the following notes, which

include also data from the Report on the Department of Agriculture, Barbados 1919-20,

1920-21.

The trade figures for 1911 to 1915, are taken from the Statistical Abstract for

the several British Oversea Dominions and Protectorates 1903 to 1917, and from the

Barbados Blue Book for 1916 to 1920.

Area and production have been as follows :

Area Production
Years —

thousand pounds— acres (ginned cotton)

1911-12 ".
. 4,669 455

1912-13 3.970 424

1913-14 2,985 285

1914-15 2,323 303

1915-16 1,078 132

.1916-17 980 76

1917-18 1,337 192

1918-19 1-445 114

1919-20 1,179 10^

1920-21 1,564 —
Planting takes place in June and July, and picking continues untU May or June,

when a close season, usually of one months' duration follows and no planting is

permitted at that time. The decline in areas sown appears to have been due to the

need for leguminous products to ensure an adequate food supply, and to the increas-

ed attention devoted to sugar production.

All the cotton grown is Sea Island {Gossypium Barbadense), and the entire

quantity is eventually exported.

The export data are as follows :

Years tliousand pounds

I9II.
''.

718

I912 416

1913 433

I914 226

I915 304

I916 138

I917 52

I918 .- 188

I919 114

1920 22
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DOMINICAN REPUBIviC (West Indies).
^

The following information is taken maioly from the Memoria de la Secretaria

de Estado de Agricultura e Inmigracion, pages 20 to 31 (Santo Domingo) 1921.

The Government furnished Statistics on the production of cotton in the Republic

from 1911 to 1917 as follows, but no su'bsequent data have come to hand, nor

are any figures of area available :

Year
ProducUon

thousand pounds

I9II 319

I9I2 675

I9I3 673

I9I4 361

I915 312

I9I6 132

I9I7 318

Cotton growing in the Dominican RepubUc has not completely emerged from

the experimental stage ; the principal experimental Station is at Monte Cristo.

The dates of planting and of picking are assumed to correspon4 with those of

the neighbouring islaud of Porto Rico, where planting is done in February and

March and picking from August to October.

Some species of indigenous cotton had flourished prior to the introduction of su-

perior varieties of Barbadense and Herbaceum. Sea Island seed has been crossed

with native in order to obtain a plant capable of resisting the pests, known as the

cotton stainer {Dysdercus Andreae) and the bhster mite {Eriophyes Gossypii).

The area under cultivation is extending as irrigation becomes available. Although

the yield of 1919 was seriously impaired by insect attacks, the detriment is regarded

as due to previous inefficient ctdtivation, especially to the absence of rotation of crops

and of proper cleaning of the land from weeds.

The export data furnished corresponded with those of production.
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GRENADA (West Indies).

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned by the Govern-

ment completed as far as possible. The information inserted is mainly from this

authority.

The area under cultivation has been as follows :

Year ^'^^ " ^""
approximate

I916 3,189

I917 3.189

I918 3.240

I9I9 3,220

1920 3,250

I92I —
1922 3,200

No statistics of area in previous years are in existence.

Data of production are unavailable, but the Government considers those of

export as representing the annual yields. The majority of the cotton plants are ra-

tooned from year to year, thus becoming perennial. A very limited quantity of

cotton grown in the island of Grenada itself, the bulk of the crop being in the

island of Carriacou, a dependency.

Planting in that island takes place from May to July, and picking from January

to March.

The Government endeavours, by offering premiums, to encourage annual

planting.

As the description grown is almost exclusively Marie Galante cotton, the staple

is about I
Y^^

to i '/^ inches ; only a few bales of longer staple cotton are grown.

No ginned cotton is manufactured in the island. The "Exports for the calendar

years have been as follows :

1910.

1911

.

1912

.

1913-

1914.

1915-

Exports
of ginned cotton

thousand pounds

. 266

• 274

. 380

. 401

. 358

• 369

Years

I916 .

I9I7

I918.

I9I9.

1920 .

1921 .

Exports
of ginned cotton

thousand pounds

• 349

• 275

. 242

. 308

• 375

• 329
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HAYTI (Wkst Indies).

The Government has supplied data of production and of export, up to the year

1919 but more recent figures are unavailable, as are those of area.

„ Production
Years

thousand pounds

1911-12 4jI82

.1912-13 4,322

1913-14- 4,271

1916-17 3.417

1917-18 2,870

1918-19-
,

'

3.534

Occasional lots of Haytian cotton have been offered at Liverpool (See ta-

bles of stocks at I<iverp6ol in tfie Summary, Section-VIII page XXIII), and some

recent arrivals have taken place at Havre. The quality graded as " Good fair.

Hayti " was quoted at Havre in February and March 1922 at a figure within 3 % of

the value of American middUng.

In the prewar period. Professor Todd {The World's Cotton Crops, p. 316, I<ondon,

19 15) classes Hayti cotton as of a lower type than the ordinary West Indian descrip-

tion, known as " Marie Galante ". It is possible that some improvement in me-

thods of cultivation has taken place since then.

The exports have been as follows :

Years ^""^^^
'

thousand pounds

1911 4,628

1912 4,783

1913 4,727

I915, 2,748

I916 3,193

I9I7 5.076

I918 3.521

As several of the above export figures, exceed those furnished for yields in

the respective years it is probable that some confusion between ginned and

unginned cotton has arisen in one or both sets of data.
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MARTINIQUE (West Indies).

The following information is taken from the Bulletin Agricole de la Martinique

(Port de France), April 1922, page 35.

No data of area or production are available in the island of Martinique.

Cotton grows in all suitable parts of the Colony, being of the species Gossypium

arborescens (tree or perennial cotton) . It may be seen in the neighbourhood- of the

houses in the country, and in almost every garden. The actual cultivated area is

not more than 125 acres, though formerly it was grown as a crop on a surface of

many thousand acres.

Even in a nearly wild state, good stapled cotton is produced, as the soil and the

fresh sea breezes are aUke favourable.

Very recent appreciative reports come from qualified experts at Havre, " Very

handsome cotton, about i '/a to i ^/^g staple, with some longer fibre, strong but irre-

gular.
"

According to the authority just quoted, there can be little doubt that if the de-

mand springs up, planters will bestow more care on the crop, and the quality will

improve. An interest in Martinique cotton on the part of French spinners will

sufiice for attainment of this desirable end.

At present Martinique cotton 'is employed solely for domestic manufacture.
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MONTSERRAT (West Indies).

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned duly completed by

the Curator of the Agricultural Departmeiit, arid the information has since, been

supplemented by the same authority :

The areas and yields have been as follows :

a

'

Production Averege yield
Years (ginned cotton) per acre

^
thousand pounds pounds

I9IO . ^. ...... . 2,050 405 197

1911 . . . .
' 2,700 345 128.

1912 2,063 292 141

1913 2,200 293 133

1914 2.350 381 162

1915 • • 1.953 280 143

1916 1,997 313 156

1917 2,608 410 " 157

1918 3.167 438 138

,1919 3.200 548 171

1920 3.200 395
' 123

1921 (*) 2.000 350 175

In 1921 the quantity of the first (main) crop was diminished by a dry June, and

the second crop by damage from pink boU-worm.

Cotton is grown on suitable soil in any part of the island, which may be regar-

ded as a unit so far as the planting date is concerned.

Previously to 1914 the major part of the crop was planted subsequent to March,

but with the introdiiction of a close season (by legislation) the tendency has been

in the direction of earlier planting, and March is ,now the principal month for

planting.

Picking begins approximately four months after planting and continues, more

or less, up to December. In seasons prior to 191-4 picking went on even in January
;

the acceleration is the result of the earher planting. Two distinct crops, varying

in proportion according to weather during developriient, are gathered from the same

plants. The success of the second crop is problematical, as the pink boll-worm

now exists in the island, besides Other insect and fungoid pests.

The whole production is Sea Island cotton with a maximum length of staple

from I ''/g to 2 inches. The type recommended by the Agricultural Department is

• designated as " Heaton 23—2—13 " arid possesses very satisfactory characteristics.

The price of Montserrat Cotton is usually slightly less than that obtained for the

produce of St. Kitts.

All the crop is exported.

(*) Estimated.
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PORTO RICO (West Indies).

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned with available in-

formation furnished by the Department of Agriculture and Labor at San Juan.

Extracts have also been made from the Report of the Governor of Porto Rico to

the Government of the United States for 1909 and 1910 (Washington, 1910).

The following are the data of area and yield :

Years
Area Production

— acres Ihousaud pounds

1909 1.863 —
I9IO 853 —
I9I9 — 225

1920 2,000 661

1921 3,000 —
Cotton growing is restricted to a very limited area in Arecibo-Isabella.

Planting takes place in February and March. Picking begins in August and

is completed in October.

The entire crop is of long staple Sea Island, cotton.

Nearly all the production has lately been used for the manufacture of thread,

hy one firm in the United States.

Exports, as furnished by the Government have been as follows.'

Year thousand pounds

I9II 171

I9I2 226

I9I3 209

I9I4 272

1915 312

1916 353

1917 181

1918 128

1919 212

1920 225

1921 336
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ST. EUSTATIA AND ST. MARTIN (Southern portion).

(Netherlands West Indies).

In reply to the Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute the Government of

the Netherlands West India Islands has furnished tables of area and of cotton exports

from St. Eustatia and St. Martin (Southern portion).

Total area Total Exports
Year under cultivation representing production

acres thousand pounds

I9IO-II 470 102

1911-12 420 93

1912-13 297 63

1913-14 245 50

191:4-15 146 30

1915-16 259 56

1916-17 156 34

1917-18 358 86

1918-19 556 123

1919-20 -395 97

, The dates of planting are not mentioned, but in the adjoining islands this ope-

ration takes place in April, May or Junej and picking continues from September

till February.

The whple of the export consists of Sea Island cotton.

The Government has since communicated the data of export for 192 1 as 22

thousand pounds, but we are not authorised to treat this figure as representing

annual production.
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ST. KITTS, NEVIS, ANGUIIvLA (West Indies).

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been returned by the Agricul-

tural Superintendent duly completed ; the following data are mainly from this

authority, and include all the islands unless otherwise stated :

Years Area Production
of picking — —— acres thousand pounds

I9IO-II 3,800 821

I9II-I2 4,650. 594

I9I2-I3 • 5.500 653

1913-14 5.500 735

1914-15 • 5.500 736

1915-16 . . . , 2;3oo 280

1916-17 2,000 352

1917-18 4,600 520

1918-19 . .
' 5,300 566

1919-20 4,300 553

1920-21 5,500 772

1921-22 2,500 350 (estimate)

The current season's crof) (1921) in the West India Islands sufEered considerably

from violent storms and tornadoes.

The Island of Nevis has usually a larger area under cotton than either St. Kitts

or Anguilla.

The dates of planting vary greatly according to situation. In St. Kitts plant-

ing begins in March, continuing into April in the Windward district, and until

Juue in the I,eeward portion. In Nevis, the Windward district is planted bet-

ween March and May, the I^eeward between June and August, while in Anguilla

all is planted between June and September.

Picking is usually inaugurated 120 days after planting, and continues during

four months at least ; the picking thus takes place in the Windward portions of

St. Kitts and Nevis between July and December, in the I^eeward aspects of these

islands and in Anguilla between September and February, as a rule.

The area planted varies considerably from season to season, and has recentty

decreased owing to unfavourable conditions of the cotton market. Sugar growing

was also more profitable during some seasons of high prices for that article.

The aggregate production and the yield per area undergo decided changes

from season to season.
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All the produce is Sea Island with an average length of staple of i ^/g to 2 inches.

This cotton is of the type Gossypium barbadense of fine quality.

With the appearance of the pink bollworm in the islands in 1920, it was decid-

ed to institute a close season of one month, so that no cotton is planted in St. Kitts

during February, nor during a specified month fixed annually, in Nevis and Anguilla.

The Imperial Comnjissioner for Agriculture in the West India Islands suggest-

ed to the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation that an advance should be made to the

Island Government in order to enable the cotton cultivation to be carried on. The

advance contemplated is at the rate of fifteen pence per pound.

All cotton grown is exported.

Exports of Cotton during the years ending 30 September.

Years Ginned cotton
thousand pounds

1911 821

1912 595

1913 653

1914 736

1915 736

1916 281

1917 359

1918 191

1919 796

1920 643
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ST. VINCENT (West Indies)..

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned by the Agricul-

tural Superintendent, duly completed. The information forms a basis for the fol-

lowing data. The Annual Colonial Reports 1917 to 1920, those of the Agricultural

Department of St. Vincent 1917 to 1920, and the Agricultural News (Barbados

24 December 192 1) have been also taken as authorities.

Y g
Areas Sea Island Marie Galante Totals
(acres) thoiisand pounds thousand pounds thousand pounds

1911-12 6,105 487 47 534

1912-13 5.444 428 59 487

1913-14 5.006 399 59 458
^

, 1914-15 5,486 291 58 349

1915-16 3,691 295 32 327

1916-17 3,473 160 46 206

1917-18 4,711 329 38 367

1918-19 6,029 437 35 472

1919-20(1) 6,351 476 79 555

1920-21 (2) ...... 7,954 615 37 652

1921-22 (3) .... 4,808 279 23 302

The Colony of St. Vincent includes also Union Island, Bequin, Canouan and

Battawia and others. Cotton is grown in each of these islands, Sea Island chiefly in

St. Vincent and Bequin, Marie Galante in Union and Canouan Islands.

Planting takes place from May to August, the principal month being June.

Picking lasts from August tiU June, the planted cotton requires about 130 days

before any of it reaches maturity.

The two varieties are Sea Island [Gossypium harbadense) and Marie Galante

(Gossypium hirsutum). Sea Island is grown as an annual, but Marie Galante is

treated as a perennial. Differences in the size and shape of the boU, and the colour

of the flower, are distinguishing marks.

(i) of this area 5097 acres were under Sea Istand, and 1254 acres under Marie Ga'ante Cotton.

(2) Of this area 6,442 acre were under Sea Island, and 1,512 acres under Marie Galante Cotton.

(3) Of this area 2,907 acres were under Sea Island, and 1901 under Marie Galante Cotton. The

islands suffered from a hurricane in the autumn of 1921.
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The staple of Sea Island lint in St. Vincent is about 2 inches, that of Marie Ga-

lante about i^/g inches. Both varieties should be classed as long staple.

The yields in lint are about 26 % for Sea Island and 24 % for Marie Galante

respectively.

There is a systematic destruction of the Sea Island plants after March each

year, and the Marie Galante plants are also cut down latet in the year, in order to

eradicate insect pests. The Cotton Stainer is the mdst obnoxious of these pests,

as stained Sea Island Cotton may lose half its value.

In the year 1922 the picking of Sea Island Cotton was effected during the first

three months, and the wprk of destroying the plants was begun in January and com-

pleted by the end of March. The greater part of the crop of Marie Galante Cotton

was also picked during the three months above mentioned.

All the cotton grown is eventually exported.

The following are the data of export

:

^^^
. thousand pounds

1909 350

I9IO 522

I9II 538

I9I2 452

I9I3 485

I914 422

1915 • • 377

1916 260

1917 217

1918 395

1919 470

1920 ,561
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO (West Indies).

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was duly returned by the Go-

vernement, completed as far as possible. No exact data of area and production of

cotton in these islands are available. The production is small and irregular. As
tl^ere is no consumption of ginned cotton in the Colony, the exports, tabulated

below, may approximately represent the entire production. Very little cotton

was planted in 192 1.

The planting season is from June to August
;
picking begins in September

and may continue until April.

The descriptions of Cotton grown are Sea Island, Marie Galante and

Conto. The Sea Island is of long staple and, as usual, an annual. Ma-

rie Galante and Conto are of relatively short staple, and are perennials.

The climate of Trinidad is very moist, with a high temperature, and these persi-

stent conditions are not so favourable for the production of Sea Island Cotton as

those prevailing in the islands at a greater distance from the South American main-

land (Prof. Todd's The Worlds' Cotton Crop, Ivondon, 1915, p. 318).

Exports of
ginned
cotton

Year —— thousand
pounds -

1911 6

1912 . 12

1913 7

1914 o

1915 o

1916 8

1917 o

1918 o

1919 2

1920 49
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TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS (West Indies).

The Annual Report to the British Colonial Ofl&ce for 1920 contains the following

information as to cotton growing chiefly in the island of Middle Caicos.

At the Haulover Estate in that island there has been in operation since 1918 a

cotton cultivation by the Caicos Development Compatiy of New York of somewhat

over 500 acres.; there are also 200 acres under cotton at Conch Bar, and a third Amer-

can property makes a cotton area, on 31 December 1920, of upwards of 1000 acres.

Round these settlements and elsewhere in the islands are hundreds of peasant

holdings, also growing cotton.

No data of yields are to hand, but it is stated that t}ie industry is making steady

and satisfactory progress. It is expected that the whole production wiU find its

way to the United States ; . Cotton . experts on both sides of the Atlantic have

recorded their testimony as to the high quality of the Sea Island Cotton grown in

the Caicos.

The exports in 1918 and 1919 consisted merely of a few bales, later returns not

yet available.
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ST. CROIX, VIRGIN ISI.ANDS OF THE UNITED STATES (West Indies).

The Questionnaire has been returned complete as far as practicable by Mr, J. B.

Thompson, Agronomist in charge, at Saint Croix. Other details have been taken

from the Report of the Agricultural Experiment Station at Saint Croix for 1920.

The only data of area available are for the years 19 19, when 250 acres were

planted, and for 1920, with 180 acres.

A few years ago cotton growing was a very promising industry in Saint Croix.

Both climate and soil were found to be well adapted to the production of Sea Island

cotton. With the outbreak of war, transportation became almost impossible, and

the industry was temporarily abandoned in favour of sugar growing, but was revived

on a small scale in 1919 and 1920.

No data of production are available, but all the cotton grown was exported.

Planting is begun in May continuing till October, picking is inaugurated in

September and lasts until May. Cotton growing is confined to certain parts of

Saint Croix Island.

The only species grown is Sea Island, with a length of staple of i' '/^ inches.

The particular variety requires special manufacturing machinery, and was prac-

tically all shipped to Liverpool in consequence.

Discouragement as to prices obtainable and the appearance of the pink boll-

worm [Gelechia Gossypiella) have caused a fresh suspension of cotton growing in

Saint Croix, and none was planted in 1921.

Export data are furnished by the Agronomist as follows :

"

years thousand pounds

I9IO-II 250

I9II-I2 254

I9I2-I3 133

I9I3-I4. . 356

1914-15 . . .
." 132 (1914 crop).

no cotton grown in 1916, 1917 and 1918

1919-20 54 (1919 crop)

1920-21 29

no cotton grown in 1921-22.



THE VIRGIN ISIyANDS (British) (West Indies).

The following information is taken from the Report of the Agricultural Depart-

ment of Tortola for 1919-20, issued by the Imperial Department of Agriculture for

for the West India Islands.

No data of area or production are available.

-Planting takes place in May and June, picking begins in October. Ginning

was in process from October to May in the season 1919-20.

In these islands cotton planting was begun in 1904 and was under Government

control until 1917. The majority of the .cotton lands in these islands are located on

rocky hUlsides, where holes for the seed are hewn with the pickaxe. The practice

is to cultivate cotton for a year or two, then to seek new land. Perennial tj^pes are

still grown as native cotton, but the bulk of the crop is Sea Island, and care is taken

bo avoid crossing the different species.

With early cultivation there is a greater chance of securing an appreciable

second picking before insect pests and plant diseases become unduly harmful.

The cotton worm {Alabama argillacea), the cotton stainer {Dysdercus An-

ireae) and the leaf bUster mite [Eriphyes gossypii) are the chief cotton enemies,

but the average quantity of stained cotton is not more than about two per cent.

The Government ginnery usually deals with 80 % of the crop, which is grown

entirely for export.

Weight of Sea Island and of native cotton [ginned)

shipped during each year, in thousand pounds.

'^^ Sea Island Native ' Total

1915-16 . 23 6 29

1916-17 14 I 15

1917-18(1) 10 3 13

1918-19(1) 23 5 28

1919-20 (i) 28 6 34

(i) Including a very small quantity of unginned Cotton expotted.
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AFGHANISTAN.

From the World's Cotton Crops by Professor John A. Todd (lyondon 1915)

the following information is extracted, and the Director of Statistics (India) has

supplied data of trade between Afghanistan and British India.

Several varieties of Cotton are grown in Afghanistan and the best Kabul is

said to be as good as Cambodia (see British India p. 63). About 800 bales of ex-

cellent cotton were brought into India annually through the North West Frontier

Province, but this trade has become almost extinct, since 1916.

Imports of cotton from Afghanistan into British India.

Years thousand pounds

1906-07 to 1908-09

1909-10 397
1910-11 551

1911-12 387

1912-13 244

1913-14 133

1914-15 132

1915-16 21

1920-21 10

A certain quantity of cotton piece goods was also (since 1916) exported from

Afghanistan inl^ India ; this trade has continued intermittently amounting to 30&

thousand pounds in 1920, but only 5 thousand in 192 1. It may be inferred that

Afghanistan grows and manufactures cotton to an extent sufficient for local requi-

rements.
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CEYI.ON.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been duly returned by the

Director of Agriculture, completed as far as practicable.

The data of area and of trade, in 1921, were also communicated by the

Government.

Cotton growing in Ceylon is yet in the experimental stage, and is located on very

small areas in numerous places where conditions are suitable.

The areas and yields during the period of experiment have been as follows :

v«nT~ Area Production

I912

I913

I914

I915

I916

I917

I918

I919

1920

I92I

acres
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CHINA.

The Government has responded to the Questionnaire of the Institute by trans-

mission of tables of areas and yields of cotton in nine provinces of the Republic.

The China Year Book 1921-22 (I/)ndon), the Department of Agriculture, and the

Bulletin prepared for circulation abroad (Government Bureau of Economic Informa-

tion, Peking), No. 43, Series I of 17 December, and Series II 31 December 192

1

have all contributed information.

The Trade figures are taken from Maritime Customs, 1912 to 1919 ; Returns

of Trade Reports, 1920.

In the regions of the Yangtze and Yellow Rivers, where the cUmate is mild

and the soil fertile, there are vast tracts under cotton. On the banks of the Yel-

low River cotton growing is almost the sole occupation of the peasants. Six pro-

vinces, Chihli, Shansi, Shensi, Kiangsu, Chekiang and Hupeh are producers of about

two thirds of the cotton for which estimates are available. Cotton is, however,

grown in all the fourteen provinces of China, and the Government makes the sta-

tement that estimates are incomplete, even where they can be made.

According to Cotton (Manchester), 21 January 1922, the Chinese Cotton

Millowners Association has also pubUshed estimates of areas in 1919, 1920 and 1921,

,also of yield in 192 1, but there is reason for believing that these, also, include only

the best known provinces.

The area stated for 1919 by the Bulletin prepared for circulation abroad is

4,200,000 acres while the Chinese Millowners' estimate is 4,300,000 acres for 1919

and 4,750,000 in 1920, with the same area in 1921.

The yield was estimated by the Government in 1911 at 2,000,000 thousand

potinds, in,i9i4 at 2,157,000 thousand, in 1918 at 1,332,765 thousand, in 1919 at

2,105,000 thousand pounds, in 1920 by the Chinese Cotton Millowners at 864,215

' thousand poimds, while in 1990 the Government estimate was only 60 % of the yield

in 19 18.

As the population is immense, about 441 million people, and in many regions

there is a loom in nearly every house, the domestic consumption is evidently very

large, and estimates by the Government and by spinners probably deal only with

the quantity that enters into trade, especially in the remote provinces. It is

generally assumed in cottoii business circles of I/iverpool that the Chinese cotton

crop averages about 2,000,000 thousand pounds.

As the area suitable for cotton growing extends from 23° to beyond 40° north

latitude, it is impossible to define the seasons of planting and picking, which

depend so much upon the cUmate and the altitude.
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The quality of the cotton is very variable ; most of it is now gathered clean,

and is well ginned, but the staple is rough and short, not more than 7/8 of an inch.

The colour is generally white. Some new varieties of seed, sent to Manchuria

for experiment farms, are expected to improve the average in that province in

a year or two.

Manufacturing establishments, large and small, are very numerous.

During the years 1914 to 1920, the following are the totals of imports of cotton

into China ;

Years thousand pounds

1912 37.210

1913 17.959

1914 16,860

1915 48,565

1916 40,829

1917 40,000

1918 25,337

1919 31.853

1920 90,401

The result of the poor crop in 1920 has evidently been to create an active

demand for imported cotton in China.

The following are the data of exports.

Years thousand pounds

I9I2 107,382

I9I3 98.467

1914- • 89,450

I9I5 96.753

I916 113.423

I917 110,948

I918 172,206

I9I9 142,878

1920 .'

50,143

Japan is always the chief buyer ior export. Great Britain takes relatively

very little, as the (juality is not appreciated there. Most of the arrivals in England

are taken by the Yorkshire woollen mills.
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CYPRUS.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned duly completed

and contained most of the subjoined information, which has been supplemented

from the Statistical Abstract for the Several British Oversea Dominions and Protec-

torates, 1903 to 1917, from the Handbook of Cyprus 8th issue; by H. C. I/ukeand

Douglas Jardine (London, 1920) p. 165, and from the Annual Colonial Reports (lyon-

don, 1917 to 1921). The trade figures are supplied by the Government.

The areas and yields of ginned cotton are estimated as follows

:

Y^^„ Area Production

— acres thousand pounds

1910 no returns 732

1911 » 1.037 •

1912 » 1.095

1913. » 1.385

1914 » 1.362

1915 » 806

1916 » 586

1917 » 618

1918 10,403 401

1919 8.105 1,189

1920 8,973 967

1921 6,563 691

Many of the data are originally furnished in unginned cotton, but all have

been converted on the 30 % basis, and indicate the yield in lint.

Cotton is grown in nearly all districts of the island. Planting takes place in

May and June, picking continues from September until December.

The indigenous cotton is grown on unirrigated land, chiefly in the districts

of the Mesaoria and the Karpass. On irrigated land cotton is grown from American

seed ; watering is effected about twice monthly until the bolls have formed.

The indigenous cotton is harsh to the touch, and short in staple, but the colour

is satisfactory. Some experiments with American varieties " Triumph " and " Du-

rango " have been in progress.

The pink boU worm [Gelechia gossyfiella) has recently made its appearance

in the cotton fields ; this and other enemies have caused considerable damage.
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Exports of ginned cotton during the calendar years, have been as follows

:

YeaiS Exports

— thousand pounds

I9II 786

1912 1,547

1913 1,506

1914 1.049

1915 700

1916 912

1917 353

1918 172

1919 1,752

1920 660

1921 369

Exportation in the prewar period was chiefly to MarseUles and Trieste, but

was latterly almost entirely to Greece.
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DUTCH EAST INDIES,

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Intitut^ has been returned duly completed,

by the Chief Inspector of Agriculture, and further information has been extracted

from the Handelsberichten for 1920 of the Colonial Departihent at the Hague, from

the Verslag von Nederlandsch Indie for 1920, both publications of the Hague Govern-

ment also from Eenige Gegevens voor de KatoencuUur in Nederlandsch-Oost Indie

(Van Setten, Batavia, 1912) and Oversichf von Hetgeen werd Verricht 4er Bevorderung

von de KatoencuUur in Nederlandsch Oost Indie in 1911. Denkerrung 1912.

The area and the production are given as follows :

Years
^'^^^ ' Production

acres thousand pounds

Java and Madura (native cultivation).

1917 26,910 Production data are un-

1918 28,662 available, the crop is a

1919 24,147 very uncertain one.

1920 18,887

1921 16,556

Province of Palembang (Island of Sumatra) where most of the cotton is grown.

1913 • 2,975

1918 • 2,666

1919 4.079

Island of Flores

1921 3.089 . . .
' no

The dates of planting and picking aire as follows :

lyocality Planting Picking

Palembang (Sumatra). March to April — July to August

Java and Madiura . . July (chiefly) to Sept. — September to November

Native cottons are also planted in other months on the

irrigated flats, where cotton is an annual.

Natives also grow a small quantity of perennial cotton for

their own requirements.

Flores Island . . . December to February —April-May and August-September.

The cotton grown in Flores is aU Caravonica or perennial

and is picked for the first season in August September,

afterwardsit is picked twice in each year.

The distribution of rains in the planting season and of dry weather for

picking is not always favourable,in the islands, as there is much uncertainly

about the arrival and duration of the west and east monsoons respectively.
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Three species of cotton are grown; the great majority of the crop is Gossypium

obtusifolium (annual) including Palembang Cotton of 4/5ths of an inch staple.

Kapas Djova and Kapas Djantock, both native cotton are grown in Java and

Ivambok.

The other species are Gossypium acuminatum (perennial) and Gossypium pur-

purescens (Caravonica, of the island of Plores, long staple and perennial).

There is no absolute certainty as to the botanical classification corresponding

to the native names.

The cotton of the Dutch East Indies is all of short staple except the Caravo-,

nica gfown in Flores, which is relatively long.

Cotton enemies are not very destructive in Palembang or elsewhere in the

islands, the chief insect pest mentioned is Aletica argillacea ; most of the damage
done in the plantations results from roaming animals, such as pigs and apes.

There is no spinning or weaving miU in the islands. The extent of domestic

consumption (for spinning and weaving) is unknown. Speaking generally, the na-

tive grown cotton is exported.

Owing to the primitive methods of separating the seed in machines worked

by foot, most of the cotton exported is unginned. The machines do not separate

more than 9 pounds of lint per day.

The exports have been as follows :
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BRITISH INDIA.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned duly completed,

and the undernoted information is taken in great part from the replies. Refer-

ence has also been made to the Re-port of the Indian Cotton Committee of 1919 (Cal-

cutta) and to other official announcements. The trade figures are from Accounts

relating to the Sea-borne Trade and Navigation of British India for the calendar

year.

The data of aggregate area and production are as follows :

1911-12

1912-13

1913-14

1914-15

1915-16

1916-17

1917-18

1918-19

1919-20

1920-21

1921-22

The areas devoted to cotton occur in almost all parts of India. In some por-

tions of the Central Provinces, the United Provinces and Sind, cptton is grown

on more than 30 % of the total cultivated area, but in many regions the cotton

does not exceed 10 % of the land under crop.

Planting and picking were commenced as under. The year 1920 has been in-

serted each time that the Correspondent has considered it necessary to state it,

in replying to the Questionnaire. No dates of conclusion of either operation are

Area
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available, but each of them is much prolonged owing to varying climates and alti-

tudes in different parts of the country.

Planting Picking

Bombay June 1920 October to March

Central Provinces and Berar ... » October 1920

Hyderabad State August 1920 October

Madras July August October to February

Punjab April September

United Provinces » October 1920

Central India States June-July November

Burma May 1920 October 1920

Mysore » October

Bihar and Orissa » September 1920

North West Frontier Province . March 1920 »

Bengal and Assam April October 1920

Cotton grown in South India is a much later crop then in the Northern and

Central Provinces.

Irrigation is the chief factor of production in the Punjab and is a necessity in

Sind. It is also utilised in the' United Provinces, Central Provinces and Central

India, but more cotton is dependent upon rainfall than upon canal water in the

Peninsula.

The principal trade designations are used to distinguish different qualities of

cotton irrespective of locality of growth. Comprised in the crop of 1920-21 are the

following quantities :

Oomra : 1,117,000 bales were collected from the undermentioned districts :

Khandeish ... . . . 159,000 Hyderabad Gavrani . 122,000

Central India 163,000 Berar 283,000

Bani and Nagas . . . 162,000 Central Provinces . 228,000

DhoUerah : 445,000 chiefly from the Bombay Presidency.

Bengal-Sind : 1,086,000 bales collected from :

Uited Provinces 336,000

Rajputaha 106,000

Sind-Punjab 628,000

Others 16,000
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Broach: 195,000 chiefly from Bombay Presidency.

Westerns and Northerns .... 121,000
)

Coconadas . 39,000 [ chiefly from Madras Presidency.

Tinnevelly, Salems, Cambodia . 268,000
)

. Compta-Dharwars : 187,000 from Bombay Presidency

Camillas, Burma and others : 98,000 from various regions

making a grand total of 3,556,000 bales in the crop 1920-21 (1,422,405 thousand

pounds)

.

Interesting details relating to stocks of various descriptions of Indian cotton at

lyiverpool are given in the tables. Section VIII of the Summary, page XXIV.
-All Indian cotton is of short staple ; the great majority of the crop yields a

length not exceeding ^/,, of an inch ; Cambodia (brought originally from Indo-

China) , attains i inch, Salem (Tinnevelly) '/g inch, with a ginned percentage of 32 ;

these two latter • figures of staple are general for Broach in average seasons, while

Dhollerah, comprising several varieties, seldom exceeds ^/^ inch.

For many years experiments have been made, often with temporary promise,

to introduce exotic descriptions of cotton, from Egypt or the United States, into

various parts of India. The Province Director of Agriculture (Bombay) is reported

to have said in, a lecture delivered in January 1922 (i), that " American cotton

cannot be grown successfully in India. Recent introductions in the Punjab have

deteriorated in quaUty and yield, and this year the quality has gone off altogether.

The only course open is to improve the plant, from within India, by selection

from the different types growing. The Agricultural Department had saved the

situation by evolving a type of pure Surat cotton, for sowing seed on 6000 acres

in the Broach tract where deterioration had made progress ; next year the seed

will suffice for 80,000 to 100,000 acres. Another point is that the cultivator must

have an adequate price for improved cotton. /The trade wants longer staple, lus-

tre, strength, the ginner wants the largest outturn ; the cultivator wants the high-

est yield, and must have the inducement in the sha,pe of price, to grow the best

cotton".

The Report of the Department of Agriculture, Madras Presidency, for the offi-

cial year 1920-21 (2) gives prominence to experimental work on Cambodia cotton
;

expert attention being primarily devoted to development of this description, al-

ready considered to be among the best varieties of Indian cotton.

The following is from the Supplementary Memorandum (May 1922) on the

Cotton crop 1921-22, referring to the late, or South India crop :

The estimated yield of Coimbatore Cambodia cotton is above normal, and is

reported to be of excellent quaUty ^and free from damage by bollworm. The

Northern, Western and Coconada (of Madras Presidency) are much below normal.

I

(i) Cotton No. 1318, 18 February lyaz Manchester : Address of Sydenham College, Bombay, by

the Director of Agriculture of the Bombay Presidency.

(2) Indian Trade Journal, No 814, 22 January 1922, Calcutta.
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The following table serves to indicate the large proportions of internal consump-

tion of raw cotton in India.

-
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INDO-CHINA.

The only data furnished directly to the Institute by the Government are

those of exports. Other particulars are taken from the Bulletin EconomiquS de

VIndo-Chine (Gouvernement General de I'lndo-Chine, Hanoi) No. 143, July-

August 1920, p. 461, and from Possibilites du Cambodge au point de vue cotonnier , de

Flacourt (Saigon, 1918), p. 5.

The aggregate area under cotton in Indo-China is variously estimated. Mons.

de Flacourt considers that the area under cultivation in Cambodia is from 45,000

to 50,000 acres. Taking the figures of export as a basis the production appears

to be of some importance. Mons. de Flacourt estimates the yield of Cambodia

alone as 15,430 thousand pounds in 1912-14, 6,614 thousand in 1915, and

11,000 thousand pounds in 1916 and 1917. Obviously Cambodia is the chief cot-

ton growing . region.

Anam does not grow much cotton except in one or two districts where

some extent has been sown with mixed seed, profitable only in seasons when no

weather drawbacks have occurred.

The cotton grown in Song-lay in 1926 did not yield well, owing to the unenlight-

ened methods of cultivation adopted.

The planting takes place in Cambodia on the subsidence of the floods on the

Meikong River in October and continues until December, when dry weather sets

in. Fully four months are required' for maturing the cotton, consequently the rainy

season beginning in March is prejudicial to picking operations. Endeavours are

made to grow cotton on higher lands, where it could be planted in July and picked

in January or February, but no considerable area is available, as many other crops

are cultivated on these slopes. The chief cotton producing districts are Kratic,

Kompong-cham, and Kraban, where an experiment station is continuously at work

among the growers, making a sp^ciaUty of affording them every possible aid.

Cambodia seed has become established in Southern India.

Drought at the beginning of the year always does much damage and the

crop of 1919 was a deficient one from this cause.

The year 1920 was very unfavourable for yield, as drought and insect pests

have done much damage, though better results are noted along the river

banks.
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Tlie exports were as follows in ginned und unginned cotton stated separately,

and chiefly to Japan :

,_ Unginned cotton Ginned cotton
Years * __
— thousand pounds thousand pounds

1909 2,915 5,787

1910 4,827 2,909

1911 3,532 3,707

I9I2 6,704 4,677

I913 14,240 7,570

I9I4 9,196 2,571

'I9I5 5,692 2,552

I916 4,998 7,361

I917 6,753 ^'620^

I918 894 3,322

I919 2,400 1,891
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JAPAN.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the. Institute has been returned, complete as

far as practicable, and has been utilised for the following information. The Statis-

tical Year Book of Japan has also been consulted, ad some details are taken from the

World's Cotton Crops (I^ondon ,1915) by Professor John A. Todd. Trade figures are

extracted from the Annual Return of the Foreign Trade of the Empire of Japan,

for 1909 to 1919, and from the Monthly Return of the Foreign Trade of the Empire

of Japan for 1920. The corresponding date for 1921 have been supplied by the

Government.

Cotton is grown only on a very limited area in Japan, and chiefly in the

Southern islands of Kiushiu and others in that vicini'fy. The Empire of Japan

possesses the means for obtaining a much larger production in Korea athough

the crop in the Japanese islands has been stationary. The area and production in

the islands has been as foUows :

Years
Area Production

— acres thousand pounds

1910 . .
•: 8,330 2,087

1911 6,860 2,115

1912 6,758 2,538

1913 6,178 2,240

1914 • 6,057 2,378

1915 6,566 2,430

1916 5,684 2,189

1917 5,866 2,101

1918 . . . , 6,200 1,970

1919 . . 6,047 i>996

1920 . • 6,469 2,401

Planting takes place in April and May, while picking is carried out in September

and October.

The species cultivated are "all of the indigenous types.

It is as an importer and manufacturer of cotton that Japan's chief interest

in the article shews itself. The cotton spinning of Japan is a great and almost

continuously, increasing industry. Japan has been called the lyancashire of the

Far East, and certainly with a consumption of ginned cotton amounting to

992.083 thousand pounds, the comparison is a just one. Japan appears to be able to
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deal with most of the cotton surplus of India, and with that of China, Indochina

and Siam.

Imports of ginned cotton.

Years thousand pounds

I9IO 632,863

I9II 526,680

I912 775.143

I9I3 852,151

I914 803,028

I915 950,996

I916 1,081,960 '

I917 918,877

I918 890,174

I919 1,033,783

1920 1,029,038

I92I 1,085,271
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KOREA (Chosen).

The data as to cotton growing in Korea are those furnished to the Institute

by the Korean Department of Agriculture, while further details have been take

from the Report of the British Consul General {Board of Trade Journal, lo Novem-

ber 1921). These data and the Consular Report are of October 1921. Professor

John A. Todd's " World's Cotton Crops " (Ivondon, 1915) pp. 59-61, has also been

consulted.

Trade figures have been extracted from the official pubhcation Chosen no

tokugo Sakubutsu nazabini Kavaju Vosai (Korean special crops, orchard and gar-

den cultivation. General control of Agriculturie, Government General of Korea,

October, 192 1).

The areas under American Upland, and under indigenous varieties respectively

were as follows :

Area

American
Years Upland seed

acres

I912 17.923

I9I3 38,776

I9I4 58,728

1915 85,077

1916 132,774

1917 ......... 176,925

I918 231,153

I9I9 267,456

1920 261,481

I92I

1922 ; . . . —

Indigenous
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The yield from American Upland seed and from indigenous cultivation have

been as follows, all in unginned cotton :

Production

Americau Net
Upland seed Indigenous Totals Production

Years uuginned unginned unginned ginned cotton

thousand tliousaud tliousand tliousand
pounds pounds pounds pounds

igio — — — 7,098

1911 — — — 9.203

1912 9.545 36,172 45,718 12,317

1913 17.785 34.437 52,223 14,647

1914 23,110 29,108 52,212 15,692

1915 27,922 25,189 63,211 19,106

1916 .

.'

41.445 21,431 62,927 17,997

1917 • • •
,

72,166 23,415 95,576 30,134

1918 80,267 22,789 103,056 32,696

1919 113,790 14,993 128,785 41,660

1920 116,673 34,731 151,765 48,048

1921 89,791 36,493 126,254 44,190

1922 — — — 40,820

The above data are those received in this form from the Government, and

shew some variations from the official figures inserted in the Statistical Year Book

of the Institute 1909 to 192 1.

We have no details concerning the periods of planting and picking, but the la-

titude of Korea is much the same as that of the northern portion of the United

States cotton belt, and field operations are therefore limited by similar con-

ditions of climate and temperature.

The indigenous cotton formerly extending all over Korea, is still the only

species grown in the north, while the American seed is much better suited for the

southern portions of the peninsula. The yield per acre of the American seed is estima-

ted at 528 pounds of unginned cotton, as compared with 370 pounds of native growth,

and the ginning outturn is 34 % against 24 % while the price is also enhanced.

The development of the American Improved species was officially encouraged bj'

the foundation of a Cotton Cultivation Association, followed by other enter-

prises, including the establishment of thirty model farms in various districts round

Mokpo, at- the southern extremity, of ^orea, with an efficient system of seed ditribu-

tion a:nd ginning factories. The cultivators are organised in local guilds, for the

provision of good seed, financing and sale, by co-operation. The variety of Ame-

rican seed found most suitable for southern Korea is "King's Improved".
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The exports, almost entirely to Japan, and the imports have been as follows :

Exports Imports
Years -of ginned cotto of ginned cotton

tliousand pounds tliousand pounds

igio i,6j:8 1,926

1911 2,287 2,343

1912 3.935 3,027

1913 5,775 2,982

1914 5,464 2,396

1915 6,768 3,261

1916 10,756 3,030

1917 12,086 2,201

191S . 12,479 2,908

1919 8,846 6,146

1920 10,995 2,526

The Government has furnished data of cotton consumption with those of ex--

ports and imports. These data indicate that the internal consumption has increas-

ed from 7,364 thousand pounds in 1910 to 34,301 thousand pounds in 1920, so

that the cotton industry of Korea has achieved a great development on parallel

lines with the increased production.
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PERSIA.

The data of production are from Professor John A. Todd's Cotton Statistics

embodied in the Official Reporf of the World Cotton Conference 1921, p. 7 (Ivon-

don) ; those of exports are taken from the official " Tableau General du Commerce

avec les -pays Strangers". For parts of the subjoined information we are indebted to

Professor Todd's World Cotton Crops (I,ondon 1915) pp. 79-80, and to the Repoft

of the Commercial Secretary of the British Legation at Teheran [Board of Trade Jour-

nal, I June 1922, I^ndon).

The data of production are as follows :

Years Production

thousand pounds

I9II-I2 56,500

1912-13 68,000

1913-14 71,000

1914-15 69,500

1915-16 66,500

1916-17 47,500

1917-18 41,000

1918-19 42,500

1919-20 45,000

1920-21 (estimated) 50,000

The plantations are scattered over a number of small areas in the northern

portion of the country. The chief producing districts are on the southern shores

of the Caspian Sea, and cotton is also grown in the neighbourhood of the cities of

Teheran, Ispahan, Yezd and Hamadan.

As the climate of this region is nearly similar to that of the adjoining terri-

tory of Turkestan, the dates of planting (April) and of picking (September) are

doubtless in accord also.

The indigenous cotton is of a rather low quality and, owing to the boll not

opening well, a good deal of leaf finds its way. into the bales. No sustained effort

to improve the type has been made, but deficient rainfall has been combated by

irrigation.

The quantity grown near the larger cities scarcely suffices for local needs. The

available crop was almost entirely exported to Russia in the prewar period. Since

the decay of cotton growing in Turkestan, the Persian production especially from

the Caspian districts, might appear to be more necessary than ever for the Russian
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cotton mills, as no serious transport difficulties are innolved. However, the British

Commercial Secretary at the IvCgation reports that stocks had accumu-

lated for want of the usual market. The glut had been relieved during the winter

1921-22 by considerable purchases for India, thus averting the danger that cotton

may go out of cultivation in some parts of Persia. These are districts formerly

supplying Russia, but since that country had become unable to purchase abroad

there was no longer an outlet for their cotton.

Data of Exports of ginned cotton are as under

:

Years thousand pounds

I9II 35.510

I9I2 60,468

1913 54.445

1914 50.053

1915 49.650

1916 38,980

1917 20,122

1918 4.497

1919 5,236

Some exports of unginned cotton are also reported (for details refer to the

Table of Exports p. 138).
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RtJSSIA (Asiatic).

The Annual formerly issued by the Imperial Ministry of Agriculture,

Recueil des donnees statistiques et economiques, furnished information as to the cot-

ton production and trade iu Russia during the period from 1909 to 1916. The

Annuaire Statistique of the present Government, and data originating from that

government available at the Stockholm Cotton Congress in June 1922, have also been

utilised. The trade figures are taken from the Apergu du Commerce Exterieur de

la Russia par les frontieres d'Europe et d'Asie for the corresponditig years.

The datum as to customs duty is from The Russian Year Book 1913, p. 453.

(Dr. Kennard, London).

Practically all the Russian cotton was grown in the Central Asiatic Terri-

tories and in Caucasia; the area and production during the years up to 1915 were

as follows

:

Area
Production

Years of ginned cotton

^ ^ thousand pounds

1909 841,236 199.953

I9IO 1,187,210 330,868

1911 1,271,356 353.831

I9I2 1,058,916 250,054

I9I3 1.326,355 319.616

I9I4 1,372,550 347.162

I9I5 1,270,308 465.936

The planting season is in March and April, picking begins in August and

continues until the October frosts put an end to developrrient.

The Russian cotton areas are considerably further north than any others in

this world, excepting some provinces of China and Korea. It is therefore ne-

cessary to plant descriptions that come to maturity at early dates.

Irrigation is required for cotton growing both in Central Asia (Turkestan)

and in Caucasia ; it was initiated by the Chinese who in past ages cultivated this

crop in Turkestan. The Russian Imperial Government, during a tenure of fifty

years, revived the industry, and continually endeavoured to extend the irrigated

areas. More than half the crop was grown in the province of Ferghana, watered

by mountain streams, as are the valleys in Caucasia also. The vicinity of Samar-

cand, and the plains which fringe the course of the Syr Daria river yielded nearly

all the rest of the cotton crop.

In most of the regions named, seed was suppHed by Government imports

from the United States, and where it was kept from admixture with that of the
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earlier indigenous, or Chinese, cultivation, the staple had improved to an average of

I Yj inches ; the cotton was usually clean and would classify as equal to " fully

middling " and " good middling ". Deterioration was inevitable where tha seed

became hybridised.

The hot winds which cause so much damage to the Volga grain crop have their

origin in Turkestan, and are among the chief drawbacks to cotton growing in that

region. Attacks of locusts are also much feared.

A large portion of the cotton crop in Turkestan was manufactured locally, and

the Imperial Government found it advantageous to appoint inspectors, or arbitra-

tors to settle the classification of the cotton as between growers and spinners.

At Kokand, the principal cotton centre of Ferghana, this official was British, having

considerable previous experience on the I^iverpool markei.

The greater part of the Russian cotton crop was transported to the Central

(Moscow) district, and some went as far as lyodz in Poland. In both these regions

the manufacture was carried on in conjtmction with cotton imported from abroad,

chiefly from the United States. At I^odz the proportion of Russian cotton employed

was about one third of the total spinnings, in Central Russia much more home-

grown produce was utilised.

A customs duty of 5.25 Roubles per poud (3.7 pence per pound) was levied on

all imported cotton ; the favourable result so far as cotton production is concerned

can be noted in the yield of 1915 amounting, to 465,936 thousand pounds as compared

with 199,953 thousand pounds in 1909, a figure itself considerably greater than

those of earlier years.

The imports from 1909 to 1915 were as follows

:

^^"^ thousand pounds

1909 405.249

I9IO • . . . 435.372

I9II 447.049

I9I2 396.540

I9I3 434,141

I9I4 382,886

I9I5 303.339

Of these quantities about 70 % was American, the remainder being made up

of Egyptian, and of Persian from the Uttoral of the Caspian Sea.

From the statistics inserted, it would appear that the consumption of cotton

in Russia increased from 605,171 thousand pounds in 1909 to 792,061 thousand

in 1915.

In the Annuaire Siatistique 1919-20 of the present Government, some data of

areas under cotton in 1920 are furnished for two provinces of Turkestan.
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These may be compared wth the averages from 1908 'to 1912, taken from the

Recueil des donnees statistiques et economique$ of the former Ministry of Agri-

culture.

Period

Provinces

Syt Daria -Trauscaspia

acres acres

1920 33.940 11,753

Average from 1908 to 1912 . . 104,740 37.949

Returns made by the present Government were also available at the Stock-

holm Cotton Congress of June 1922, when Mr. F. Holroyd (Manchester) Vice Pre-

sident of the International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners, made the fol-

lowing statement

:

In the early years of the war about 75 % of the cotton required in Russia was

suppUed from Turkestan, Caucasia, etc. These sources of supply were maintained

up to 1916, but, by 1918, the area imder cotton in those regions had shrunk to-one-

tenth. The Government figures are as follows

:

Area Production
Years unginned cotton

acres thousand pounds

1916 1,936,000 1,743,000

1917 1,957,000 920,000

1918 216,000 191,000

1919 243,000 162,000

1920 294,000 115,000

1921 297,000 180,000

It should be noted that the production of years previous to 1916 (p. 76) is given

in terms of ginned cotton.

A quantity of at least 3000 bales of cotton from Caucasia arrived in I^iverpool

during 1920 and 192 1 according to the periodical returns of stocks compiled by the

Iviverpool Cotton Association (See Summary, Section VIII, p. XXIV).
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SIAM

We have taken the following information on cotton growing from the Statist-

ical Year Book of the Kingdom of Siam for 1921. The trade figures for 1909-10

and 1920-21 have been supplied by the Government ; the remaining data are

extracted from the Statistical Year Book.

The areas under cotton in the years 1916-17 to 1920-21 were as follows

:

Years ^'_^
'

acres

1916-17 - 11.493'

1917-18 7,843

1918-19 10,922

1919-20 11,043

1920-21 16,158

The principal cotton growing provinces at the close of the period were Bisnulok

with 4,000 acres, and Roi Ech with 2880 acres, the fluctuations in areas planted

are very considerable, not only as regards the aggregate but as to distribution,

season by season.

« *

No data of production are available, nor are the periods of planting and

•picking defined.

Almost aU the cotton is grown by small cultivators, and is short staple. The

Government has a ginnery in operation, and some seed is imported from Cambodia.

The data of exports do not distinguish ginned cotton from unginned

cotton. Japan is the principal buyer.

Exports
Years _

thousand pounds

1909-10 1,291

I9IO-II 1,188

1911-12 1.444

1912-13 1,768

1913-14 3.039

1914-15 2,082

1915-16 2,118

1916-17 751

1917-18 351

1918-19 536

1919-20. 850

1920-21 178
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SYRIA.

The following information relating to cotton growing in Syria is taken from

Le Colon en Syrie et en Cilicie, Rapport de Mission confiee en igrg par la Chambre

de Commerce de Marseille a Ed. Achard, pp. 53 to 56, under the authority of

the Commissariat de la Republique Frangaise en Syrie et au lyiban.

Some data of the yields in the principal province of Idith Dana are furnished,

shewing an average outturn in the years 1909 to 1913 of about 3,086 thousand

pounds. To this quantity must be added the produce of the Vilayet of Aleppo,

of the plain of Ankon and of the neighbourhood of Damascus.

Planting takes place in March and April ; picking in September and October.

The description of cotton grown is principally " YerU "
; the cotton lands are

of deep soil, where dry hot weather can be sustained without injury to the plant

;

irrigation is practised in some localities, especially near the river Ofontes.

The staple is short, and the quality is generally similar to Chinese cotton,

It is well suited for weaving in conjunction with wool.

The separation of the seed is done chiefly by hand.

No data of trade are available.
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CIWCIA (Turkey in Asia).

The following information on cotton growing in Cilicia is taken from " Le Co-

ton en Syria et en Cilicie, Rapport de Mission confiee en 1919 par la Chambre' de

Commerce de Marseille a Ed. Achard, pp. 38 to 52, under the authority of the

Commissariat de la RepubUque fran9aise en Syrie et au I^iban. No data of area

are available, but the ^production of cotton in CiUcia in 19 14 is estimated to have

been about 27,550 thousand pounds.

Planting takes place in March and April, picking in September and October.

Cottoh growing can be successfully carried out on the alluvial plains, on the sandy

river banks, and on the higher slopes of Cilicia. No irrigation is found necessary,

as the rainfall is sufficient.

Adana and the Tarsus and Mersina districts are the chief producing areas.

The description of cotton grown is almost entirely the Yerli, though a small

area has, frorn time to time, been devoted to American Upland seed, with varying

results. The Yerli is white in colour with only a small quantity of leaf but the

staple is very short. The capsule does not expand completely when ripe, but

the seed remains attached to the outside covering. Thus it occurs that a rainfall

during picking does not damage the cotton, and that this operation can be effected

in a more leisurely fashion than can be risked with other varieties.

The pickers are entitled to one-tenth of the seed cotton gathered by them-

selves, and are accustomed to take their proportion for domestic use.

Hot winds in August wither the young boUs, and occasionally reduce the crop

considerably, but insect pests are almost unknown.

Ginning is effected at the spinning mills, in connection with the manufactur-

ing processes.
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AI^GERIA.

The Revue Agricole de VAfrique du Nord (Paris, 13 January 1922), the Anna-

tes Coloniales (Paris 23 January 1922), and Professor ^oAA'sWorld'sCottonCrops

p. 191 (I<ondon 1915) are the sources of our information on cotton growing in Al-

geria. The trade figures are supplied by the Government.

Returns of area and of yields are as follows.

Ygars Area Prorluctiou

acres thousand pounds

1911 ' 2,533 —
1912 1,287 874

1913 976 844

•1914 .' 171 82

1915 — —
1916 —
1917 830 432

1918 — —
1919 692 177

1920 ,
. .... 865 166

1921 .....".... 556 138

1922 700 143

The cultivation is limited to some hundreds of hectares in the district of Or-

leansville and in the Department of Oran. Experiments have been made in oases

near Biskra and Tolga.

At Blancshe Ferme, the Yuma and CaUfornia descriptions originally derived

from Egyptian seed (Mitafifi) were sown.

Exports have been as under

:

Years thousand pounds

1910 59

1911 157

1912 166

1913 315

1914 . 142

1915 14

1916 311

1917 60

1918 lOI

1919 104

1920 155

1921 552
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ANGOLA (Portuguese West Africa).

The World's Cotton Crops by Erofessor John A. Todd, (I/ondon 1915) pp. 195-

196, affords the following information as to cotton growing in Angola. The trade

figures have been collected, for 1910-11 from the Estadistica das Alfandegas da

Provincia de Angola ; for 1912 to 1919 from Republica Portuguesa, Ministerio das

Colonias, Anuario Colonial.

No data of area or of production are available, nor is the period of planting

and picking defined. These should be similar to those in the Belgian Congo,

which is coterminous.

The cotton grown appears to be mostly of the American Upland description,

and a quality rather superior to middling is produced as a rule.

Peruvian tree cotton [Gossyfium Periivianum) and several indigenous pe-

rennial types have been established, and American Upland is said to do better

in a second year of growth.

The rainfall is very irregular in the coastal districts, and in dry seasons the

yield is much reduced.

The Government is doing all that is possible to extend the cultivation, even

in some districts endeavouring to make it compulsory that every native hut-

owneir should plant at least one acre of cotton.

Export data are as follows :

Years thousand pounds

I9IO 318

I9II 272

I912 192

I9I3 71

1914 365

I915 142

I916 331

I9I7 242

I918 218

I9I9 240
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BEIvGlAN CONGO.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been returned, completed

as far as possible.

Further information has been supplied by the Government of the Congo and

taken from Renseignements de I'Office Colonial of the Belgian Colonial Ministry

(Brussels), December 1921, p. 373-375. The trade data from 1914 to 1919 are from

the Statistique du Commerce Exterieur du . Congo Beige ; those for 1920 have been

communicated to us b}' the Government.

The following are the data of area from 1916 to 1920, so far as obtainable. The

crop of 1921 was larger, but no complete data of production are available.

Years ^^^^

— acres

1916 uncertain

1917 2,224

1918 3.707

1919 6,178

1920 7.413

Experimental planting has been effected in many districts of the Belgian

Congo ; it is chiefly in the province of Maniema that the industry has become

thoroughly estabUshed after a few years' trial. Some quantity is also grown in

the Upper Uele and Ituri.

The date of planting in Maniema is from January to March, extending into April

in Sankura
;
picking begins in April or May and continues until August or September.

The whole production appears to have been developed from American Upland

Seed, the varieties " Triumph ", " Big Boll " and " Simpkins " have given the best

results.

The average yield of Unt is estimated at 176 pounds per acre.

Some experiments with Egyptian Abbassi and Sakellaridis seed have given

favourable yields, but the commercial cotton grown in the Belgian Congo may

be considered as short staple, with an estimated value about similar to " Middling

Upland " in Europe.

The exports have been as follows :

Years thousand pounds

1914 .'

1915 6

1916 25

1917 50

1918 122

• 1919 262

1920 385

1921 969
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EGYPT.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned duly completed,

and has supplied the bulk of the following information. Sonie particulars have

been taken from the Agricultural Journal of Egypt, Cairo 1920, p. 38.

The details concerning the control of pink boll worm by hot air treatment

of cottonseed are contributed of Mons. M. Bayram, Chief of the Statistical Bureau

of the Egyptian Ministry of Agriculture.

. The trade figures are from the Annual Statement of the Foreign Trade of Egypt,

Egyptian Customs Administration.

The area and production have been as follows

:

Yeara

1912 .

1913

I914

I915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

I92I

1922

Planting and picking take place in the various provinces of Egypt as indicat-

ed in the subjoined table :

Area
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All cotton is grown under perennial irrigation on the ridge system. The dis-

tance between ridges is 25 to 30 inches ; the distance between plants along the

ridge is 10 to 16 inches. Planting, cultivating and picking are all performed by

hand. Ten to twenty seeds are sown in each hole, and the plants are thinned

out to two plants per hole.

On the aggregate area of 1920, Sakellaridis occupied 69.5 %, Achmouni 15.6%,

Mit Afifi 2.4 %, Abbassi 0.2 %, Yannovitch o.i %, Nubari 1.3 %, Afifi AssU 1.6 %,
Zagora 1,2 %, other varieties 8.1 %. On the area of 1921, Sakellaridis occupied

77.1 %, Achmouni 13.2 % and Zagora 7.2 %;
Achmotmi and Zagora are known in the Trade as Uppers ; being grown in

Upper Egypt, and maturing more rapidly than other varieties. Afifi, AssU, and

Nubari are known as Brown, other minor varieties as White ; these as well as Sa-

kellaridis are all grown in l/ower Egypt.

The yield from certain varieties is considerably higher than from others
;

thus in Upper Egypt, where Achmouni is the principal variety, the average yield

per acre is estimated at 452,37 pounds, while in lyower Egypt, where Sakellaridis

is the principal variety, the average yield per acre was 299,44 pounds. The seed

of Sakellaridis shows more fuzz than other varieties. The vegetative characters

of the different varieties are almost identical, only minor divergences being found.

The cultivated cottons of Egypt are classed by some botanists as being derived

from Gossypium peruvianum.

Achmouni and Zagora (Upper Egypt produce) are of shorter staple than other

varieties, but all cotton grown is of long staple, averaging about 1.5 inches for

Sakellaridis in ordinary seasons.

The principal insect enemies of cotton in Egypt are the cotton worm {Pro-

denia liturae), the bollworm {Earias insulana), the cotton stainer [Oxycarenus

hyalinipennis) and the pink bollworm (Gelechia gossypiella).

Of these pests the last named is the most destructive; hot air treatment

of cottonseed against the pink bollworm is compulsory ; all ginneries are required

by law to have special apparatus of a type approved by the Ministry of Agricul-

ture. These apparatus should be of such capacity as to facilitate the treatment

of all seeds separated by a given number of gins working simultaneously.

The treatment should not be delayed beyond the time strictly required for a

transport of the seeds .from the gins to the cribbles and thence to the

apparatus.

The law indicates certain exceptional cases in which the treatment might

be delayed, but not later than the day on which the seed has been separated. In

the case of sweepings, the seed should be burnt if not treated.
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The quantities of ginned cotton employed in domestic manufacture are returned

as follows :.

Years Local consumption

I September
to 31 August thousand pounds

I9IO-II 1,667

I9II-I2 2,476

I9I2-I3 1,761

I913-I4 2,664

1914-15 • : 4,644

1915-16 5,996

1916-17 6,274

1917-18 5,817

1918-19 5,622

1919-20 2,273

Nearly all the cotton grown is exported ; the data are as follows

:

Exports
Years thousand pounds

I9II 657,512

I9I2 822,800

I9I3 690,642

I9I4 585,362

I915 - 683,356

1916
'

536,545

1917 403,498

I918 497,198

I9I9 664,515

1920 396,344

I92I 474,602
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ERYTHREA.

The Bollettino di Informazioni — Ministero delle Colonie No. i. December 1917

(Rome), the volume AUegaii alia Relazione sulla Colonia Eritrea del R. Commissa-

rio Civile Deputato Ferdinando Martini per gli esercizi 1902-1907 presentata dal

Ministro delUi Colonie alia Camera dei Deputati, Vol. II (Roma, 1913) and the recent

publication by E. Chiovenda, Materie prime di vegetali spontanei e coUivati col-

tivahili nelle nostra colonie di Eritrea e Somalia — Istituto Coloniale Italiano (Roma,

1921) have supplied the following information.

The trad^^ figures are furnished by the Government.

No data of area or of the extent of production of cotton in Erythrea are avail-

able. - There are figures of the quantities collected by one agency during the years

1905 to 1916, almost all indigenous produce and unginned. The largest figures

were in 1908 (1,171 thousand pounds) and in 1910 (1,295 thousand pounds) of

unginned cotton.

The dates of planting and picking are undefined, and vary with the climate.

The summer rains of the highlands provide irrigation facihties in Barca and

the Gash districts, on the frontier of the Anglo-Egyptigji Sudan, while on the Red

Sea shores the local winter rains are also utilised for cotton growing.

The species of Indian cotton {Gossypium her'baceum) grown by the natives

yielded a staple of only ^/g to ^/g of an inch and has been discarded in favour of

Egyptian and American seed. Especially has Sea Island (Gossypium barhadense)

cultivation been encouraged near the coast, where experiments indicate that this

species wiU afford its usual excellent results in length of staple. The favourite

descriptions in Barca and the Gash are American Upland, particularly " Triumph "

and some Orleans types, yielding a staple of i '/jg inches. Indigenous cotton in Ery-

threa comprises Gossypium anomalum, to be found also in other regions of Africa,

such as Angola and Benguela.

The data of exports from Erythrea are given below.

Years thousand pounds

I9IO 411

I9II 629

1912 753

1913 350

1914 123

1915 • no
1916 39

1917 o

1918 . 153

1919 189
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FRENCH EQUATORIAI, AFRICA.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been duly completed, as

far as possible, by the Governor General, who has also transmitted many details

received by him from the I/ieutenant Governor of the Colony of Tchad. Almost

all the cotton is grown in the region near Lake Tchad, and the following particulars

refer exclusively to that territory.

Most of the cotton is cultivated simply for domestic requirements in very

small plots, by natives, although a French Company entitled " Le Centre Afri-

que " has begun work on a commercial basis. Estimates of area and production

are therefore impossible.

Planting takes place in June, as soon as the flood waters subside, and before

the rainy season of July to September sets in. Five or six grains are sown at distances

about 2 % feet apart by the native, and about 3 to 4 % feet by the Centre Afrique.

The ripening period begins in October, and picking in November. This oper-

ation continues for three months as the native does not collect, on the average,

more than 11 pounds per day.

Tvvfo principal varieties of cotton are grown in the Tchad region, that of the black

seed known to the natives as Balona, and the greenish seed known as Hour. Some

other species are also produced both in Tchad and the adjoining districts in Ni-

geria ; these are Bapra, well suited for wet soil, Poulbe, similar to Gossypium her-

baceum and able to withstand insect attacks, Vulgo, a good quality, but subject

to insect damage, and. Hoiolo Manga of the type of Gossypium barbadense, with

a long period of growth and rough in fibre.

The most destructive of the insect pests are the pink boUworm, the boU weevil,

and the cotton stainer.

Separation of seed is done promptly, but no ginning machinery is in use for

native cotton.

The area available for cotton growing is estimated at 77,000 square miles,

aU in the vicinity of I^ake Tchad, and is mostly at the disposal of any one who is

willing to undertake the labour of clearing the forest and cultivating.
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FRENCH WEST AFRICA.

Le colon dans I'Afrique occidentale frangaise pp. loo to 120 (Yves Henry-

Paris 1906) and the Bulletin des renseignements sur la situation Sconomique et

politique de I'Afrique occidentale frangaise (Goree) of December 1921 form thea

authorities utilised for the four regions of Senegambia, Guinea, Ivory Coast and

Dahomey which compose French West Africa.

No data of areas and yield are available.

In Casamanca (Senegambia) planting takes place in June, picking from De-

cember tUl March.

In Bakel (Senegambia) planting is generally effected in July or August, but

on land subject to,inundation this operation has to be deferred until November.

Picking is effected_ weekly between November and May.

In Dahomey planting is done in March, and picking begins six or seven months

later.

In Casamanca the plants are pulled up and burnt as soon as picking is com-

pleted. In' Bakel the plant remains undisturbed for four years, generally speaking.

Throughout West Africa cotton has long been grown by the natives for their

own personal requirements, and the number of bushes round the villages is propor-

tionate to that of the inhabitants ; very little regard is paid to the suitabiUty of

the soil for cotton growing.

The yield is very limited, only about 30 pounds, per acre on the average, with

an outturn of 22 % of lint.

All the operations are effected by the villagers ; the women separate the seed

and do the weaving, chiefly into cloths of 3 % to 4 yards in length, which serve

as currency -and were worth, before the war about 50 centimes per kg. ; but were

not generally offered for sale, being required for domestic purposes.

The Administration of the Ivory Coast has recently installed a ginnery, where

about 160 thousand'pounds of seed cotton were promptly brought in and dealt with.

Samples of Dahomey cotton recently examined at Havre had favourable

mention, for cleanness, although the staple was irregular, averaging about one inch.

It was valued at a price sUghtly below American Upland.
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The export figures of the four Administrations are taken for the earlier years

from the Institute's Year Books, for 1920 and I92if rom the BuUetin des Rensei-

gnements above mentioned, and are as follows :

Exports.

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

Dahomey Ivory Coast
Senegal

unginned cottoi

thousand pounds

"297

151

219

226

775

295

319

924

thousand pounds thousand pounds

80

o

116

4

2

22

84

162

209

788

326

957

741

459

thousand pound:

50

54

604

Of the exports from Dahomey in 1921, 524 thousand pounds were for Frana

and French Colonial destinations.
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FRENCH SOUDAN.

From Le cotton dans I'Afrique occidentale francaise (Yves Henry, Paris, 1906)

pp. 100 to 120, the chief items of general information h.ave been extracted.

The Bulletin de Renseignements sur la situation economique et politique de

I'Afnque occidentale frangaise (Gouvernement General, Goree) of December 1921

gives information in reference to the Report of the Compagnie de culture cotonnitre

du Niger pour I'annee 1921 (Paris). In this Report are to be found the following

details referring t the work of this Company.

No figures of areas and prodaction have been received from the Government.

In 1921 the Niger Company had cultivated 250 acres under cotton; this crop

is to have triennial rotation, over an area of 750 acres.

In 1922 the cultivation will extend to 1500 acres of cotton, and the total cul-

tivated area for triennal rotation will be 5000 acres.

Another company had also grown cotton upon 1500 acres of land.

The last named enterprise had produced 132 thousand pounds of Unt; the Ni-

ger Company has not stated its own production excepting that their yield was,

according to early reports, at the rate of 440 pounds of lint per acre.

Planting begins in May, picking in November and lasts for 3 or 4 months.

The territory of Dire, where the cotton is grown, is said to have eight months of

favourable weather. This locality is on the Upper Niger, and is with the adjoining

vaUey of DjoEba and the middle section of the river, also, to be reckoned as cotton

producing.

Cotton has long been grown freely by natives throughout the countrj', between

8° and ih° north latitude, and 2° to 13° west longitude. They weave long and narrow

cloths, for domestic use in a vast region of the interior, beyond these limits. The

staple of this indigenous cotton is short, being from ^j^ to '/j of ^^^ inch.

The 132 thousand pounds of lint previously mentioned were also of short st9,ple,

but the Niger Company, has confined itself to SakeUaridis seed, from Egypt, and

their lint has an average length of i'/^ inches, as long staple as any Egyptian Cotton.

Irrigation by steam pumps suppUes 660 gallons of water per second, about

2000 natives are employed on cotton at present.

Export data for 1919 were furnished by the Government, as 302 thousand

pounds.

Mons Beline, Director of Public Works in French West Africa in a recent

address delivered in Paris says that the species of native Cotton grown in the Ni-

ger VaUey are Uable to suffer if the June rains fail, as well as from October drought.

The average yield, consequently, does not exceed 90 pounds per acre ; the boUs

being small and the staple very short.

Irrigation and improved varieties of seed are necessary, to produce adequate

results, taking into account the immense cost of transport.
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GOI.D COAST (West Africa).

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned by the Govern-

ment with all available information duly inserted. The trade data were supplied

by the Government.

No data of area caU" be given, and those of production are also unavailable.

Cotton is grown in the Eastern frontier districts of the Colony and throughout

the Northern Territories Protectorate.

Planting takes place from May to July and picking from October tot January.

The whole crop is raised by means of native cultivation among food crops

;

The cotton produced is for the most part short staple, but intermingled with

longer staple types.

There are no spinning or weaving mills in the Colony, but apparently the greater

p'art of the local production is consumed in domestic manufacture of native cloth.

Thfe quantities exported have varied Very considerably as follows

:

Years Exports

thousand pounds

I9IO-II 10

I9II-I2 . 21

I9I2-I3 27

I913-I4 24

I9I4-I5
:

12

I915-I6 18

1916-17 44

I9I7-18 21

1918-19

1919-20 25

1920-21 19

The cultivation of cotton is in many cases alternative to that of cocoa, which

has generally been more profitable. The fluctuation of exports arises partially

from this catise, though shipping diffficulties during the war had their effect also.
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KENYA (East Africa Protectorate).

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been dulj/ returned, complet-

ed as far as practicable, with some notes appended from the manager of the Go-

vernment Experimental Farm at Kabata. The Trade figures up to 1916 are from

the Statistical Abstract for the several British oversea Dominions and Protectorates,

1.903 to 1917. Those from 1917 to 1921 are furnished by the Government.

The following are data of yield, as estimated by the British Cotton Growing. Asr

sociation Report for 1921 (Manchester June 1922).

Years Prodjiction

thousand pounds

I915 120

1916 80

1917 80

1918 86 •

I919 40

1920 40

I92I 200

The production is estimated at 200 pounds of ginned cotton per acre.

Cotton is grown, chiefly on experimental farms, in the Elduma Ravine, in

Kisii, Kisuma, Kyamba, Nakura,. Trans-Nzoia and Voi, also with good restdts

in the Tana and the Juba valleys.
'

The general month for planting is May, and picking begins in July, obviously

from perennial bushes in the first instance, as the period of growth forpla.nted

cotton exceeds the interval indicated.

In the established plantations (Tana and Juba) Egy'ptian seed is grown under

irrigation very successfully. In the experimental farms American upland seed

has been employed, and very fair quality, is grown.

As Uganda Cotton is exported from the Kenya port of Momba.sa, care must

be taken to exclude this description, in making up the exports of Kenya.

The export data furnisjhed by the Government are as follows.

Years
^

Exports

thousand pounds

I9O9-I9IO 142

1910-1911 . 163

I9II-I9I2 166

I9I2-I9I3 295

I9I3-I9I4 135

I9I4-I9I5 '. 17

I915-I916 106

I916-I9I7 69

I92O-I92I 378
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MOZAMBIQUE (Portuguese East Africa).

The Trade data from 1913 to 1915 have been taken from Provincia de Mo-

zambique — Circulo Aiuaneiro da Africa Oriental — Estadistica e Navigagao. Those

for subsequent years have been supplied by the Government.

According to the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London) Vol. XIX N° 4

1921 ; the Mozambique Industrial and Commercial Company Ltd. have prepared

a Report to that Institute on the Cotton industry in Mozambique. The Company

was formed in 1918 in order to purchase the native grown cotton produced in the

territory of the Mozambique Company.

No data of area under cultivation are available ; from 1911 to 1917, cotton

was grown only on the land in the Chemba district; annually flooded by the rise

of the Zambesi river. The cultivation has now extended to interior districts, away

from the river margin.

The production in unginned cotton was about 551 thousand pounds in 19 14,

and increased until an estimate was made in 1917 that it would reach 5,512 thou-

sand pounds. A native rebellion in that year destroyed this crop, but in 1919

the crop grown was equal to about 700 bales, and in 1920 and 1921 about 1300

bales resiilted in each year.

No details of planting and picking periods are given, but in the neighbouring

district of Karongo (in Nyasaland) cotton is planted in May or June, after the

floods from the Zambesi have subsided. Picking takes place there in November

and December. As conditions in the Mozambique Industrial Company's Territory

are similar, the periods may probably coincide.

The cotton now grown is the result of careful selections from American and

Nyasaland descriptions ; the original basis was " Allen's Improved ". The sta-

ple is adjudged as satisfactory on expert reports from Europe, and appears to

average fuUy one inch ; the Unt is of good colour.

The Company estabhshed ginneries at Chemba in 1918, to deal with all the

cotton grown in the district..

Exports from Mozambique have been as follows presumably of ginned cotton :

Years thousand pounds

I9I3 312

I9I5 - 420

1916 395

1918 283

1919 473

1920 456

1921: 476
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NIGERIA.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been returned duly complet

ed, and accompanied by the Annual Report 1920-21 of the Agricultural Depart-

ments of the Northern and Southern Provinces ; the following details are taken

also from the Annual Colonial Report 1921 ; and from the Annual Reports for

1920 and 1921 of the British Cotton Growing Association (Manchester
. Jime 1921

and 1922).

The area under cotton cannot be defined, but the estimates of yidds in Za-

ria, Kano and Sokoto provinces are given as follows, and in the main correspond

with the quantities exported.

Exotic iong staple Native
Calendar years (i Vb ^"cli and over) short staple Aggregate

thousand pounds thoui?and pounds thousand pounds

I9II — 2,680 2,680

I9I2 ^ 4,708 4,708

I913 — 4,480 6,480

1914 4 5,896 5,900

1915 10 2,990 3,000

1916 60 8,020 8,080

1917 200 4,520 4,720

1918 360 2,080 2,440

1919 922 6,078 7,000

1920 1,464 5,016 6,480

The quantity of cotton purchased and exported in the season of 1920-21 was

11.445 thousand pounds, composed of 2,045 thousand of exotic and 9,400 thousand

pounds of indigenous cotton, while the British Cotton Growing Association Report

for 1921 includes an estimate of the Cotton grown on new areas at 12,600 thovisand

pounds in 1921 including the production of British Togoland.

The, figures furnished as those of production evidently comprise only that por-

tion of the cotton yield in Nigeria which enters into commerce as it has been

estimated that the yield of indigenous cotton may be as much as 40,000 thousand

pounds, throughout the whole extent of Nigeria. It was announced that one

province alone (Oyo) had grown 7,600 thousand pounds of ginned cotton in 1920-21.

The planting of exotic cotton is found to be most favourably accompUshed

between July and September, before a rainy season which should continue un-

til November. Picking of exotic cotton begins in November and continues until

March. The native varieties, mostly perennial, are picked as they ripen, without

regard to season.
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The natives of Nigeria have been cotton growers for a very long period, and

as in other parts of West Africa, they have small cotton plantations for domestic

manufacture, throughout the country, as far as the shores of Lake Tchad. Suc-

cessful measures for the introduction of American seed have been carried out on

numerous small areas in Northern and Southern Nigeria. Long staple cotton

from " Allen's Improved " has been established, to the exclusion of indigenous

varieties in new districts, in parts of Zaiia and Nupo Sokoto and Nassarawa Pro-

vinces. The experiment stations have now become primarily cotton seed farms

for distribution of the improved types.

The staple of indigenous cotton seldom exceeds^j^ inch, while "Allen's Improved"

(Exotic) may be assumed to be at least i '/g inches, and it has been known to reach

I 14 inches. The cultivation of Allen's Improved has been set on foot also in the

Southern Provinces where some other American varieties had been grown for a few

years past.

One outstanding advantage of the American variety over indigenous descrip-

tions is the fact that its earUei maturity niakes it possible to clear the crop of the

ground and destroy the plants within eight months from sowing. The land is

thus left clear of cotton during four rainy months, a matter of great importance

as regards control of insect pests. In the Southern Provinces the cotton stainer

is the most pernicious of these pests. Handpicking of this caterpillar has been set

on foot experimentally and serves to shew that considerable control can be established

in its early stages. A large part of the damage is done by the piercing of the un-

ripe boUs causing malformation within and staining of the lint. Where second

crops of maize are not customarily grown, the stainer finds less sustenance and

does less injury to the cotton. Stained cotton sells in Liverpool only at a reduc-

tion of 35 %.

As alread> indicated, the returns given as production of certain provinces

are identical with those of export. A great quantity of the indigenous cotton is

appropriated for domestic manufactures and, during the recent period of high

prices for imported cotton goods, this domestic manufacture received a consider-

able impetus.

It is worth while to record the views of Sir Hector Duff, in his Report to the

Empire Cotton Growing Corporation (1921) where he says that Nigeria is a pC'

cuHarly promising region, possessing as it does, enormous areas suitable for cot-

ton, a sympathetic Government, intelligent native chiefs, a dense population, peace-

able internal conditions, and seaports within a comparatively short distance of

Europe. The question of cost in relation to internal transport is a. very serious

one on cheap lowgrade indigenous cotton, but, for Allen's Improved or other

fine quaUties, transport outlay is not an insuperable obstacle.

.
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The fertility of the soil is naturally very great in most parts of tropical Africa,

and railway construction has already begun to produce surprising results, not only

in Nigeria, but in other African territories.

As illustrating this point. Sir Hector Duff adds that the Bauchi line of

2 % feet gauge, 150 miles in length, was not built with a view to cotton,

but has greatly developed ,cotton growing aU along the suitable portions

of the hne. The terrain where Cotton thrives is always either level or gently undu-

lating, never precipitous, so that railway work is not very difficult. It should be

supplemented by road motors, as already planned for Kenya and Uganda.

The exports are furnished by the Government: as follows

:

Years
'

thousand pounds

I9IO 2,478

I9II 2,238

^1912 4,373

1913 6,361

1914 5,650

1915 2,697

1916 7,454

1917 5,279

1918 1,480

1919 6,745

1920 7,296

1921 12,816
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NYASAI.AND.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been returned, duly com-

pleted by the Government and data are also extracted from the Annual Report

for 1921 of the British Cotton Growing Association (Manchester June 1922) The

Empire Cotton Growing Corporation has transmitted the Report of Mr. H. C. Samp-

, son, Director of Agriculture at Madras, on cotton cultivation in Nyasaland. The

following information 'is from these sources.

Cotton growing in Nyasaland is carried out partly by Eurppeans and partly

by natives, and the returns are made separately as under (E = European, N =
Native).

The respective areas and production have been as follows

:

Area
'^''''^

•^^2 of ginned cotton

*" ^ thousand pounds

IB 23,314 1,935

In 5,020 417

\ E 24,055 1,933

( N 5,000 428

I
E 25,697 1,534

I
N 5,100 313

i
E 26,407 2,512

IN, 8282 '568

I

E 24,006 2,559

( N 4,990 529

( E 29,578 3,049

In 4,828 497

( E. . ; 27,342 2,688

I
N 5,851 573

i
E. 28,372 1,779

In 10,666 672

E 18,141 765

N 5.760 243

i
E. 12,658 587

!
N 4,383 202

\ E .... 18,274 1.150

IN 3,751 236

i E 26,529 1,570
"

/ N -no data available.

1910-11

1911-12

1912-13

.1913-14

1914-15

19 15-16

1916-17

1917-18

1918-19

1919-20

1920
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The decline in cotton production during the war was partly the result of na-

tive labour being required for army service purposes, and partly owing to the great

military demand for tobacco and foodstuffs, which diverted attention from the

cotton crops.

The British Cotton Growing Association reported in March 1922 that the qual-

ity of last season's native cotton crop shews much improvement with more care

in grading. Prospects for the growing crop are favourable as food yields were

good, and extension of cotton areas is probable.

Cotton is grown on several areas of Southern Nyasaland in the vicinity of

the Shire River, on its course from I^ake Nyasa to its junction with the Zambesi.

The elevation of these plantations varies from 3600 down to 100 feet above sea

level. The highest altitude is in Zomba district, the lowest at Port Herald.

Planting is generally effected between December and February, and picking

between June and August, but the seasons vary with weather conditions and may

be alsp protracteed owing to scarcity of labour.

In the Karongo district, in addition to the usual hillside cultivation, cotton

is grown on the lowlying marsh land, where planting takes place in May and June,

picking in November and December. The planting is in this instance made after

the subsidence of the river floods.

All cotton grown in Nyasaland is Upland, originally from American seed
;

the average staple is slightly longer than in the United States. The cotton from

the middle elevation, about the level of the Lake (1500 feet) was considered

by Mr. Sampson as distinctly better than that grown on higher ground, and the

general type of plant was also more satisfactory.

No indigenous cotton has been reported in Nyasaland.

The Government measures for encouragement of natives in cotton igrowing

are chiefly directed towards ensuring them a fair market price. There is plenty

of scope for extension, if transport conditions can be improved^

Three species of bollworm have been identified : Dipar&psis costanca (red

bollworm). Earias insulana (Egyptian bollworm) and Chloridea obsoleta (Amer-

ican bollworm). The red bollworm is undoubtedly the worst of the insect pests.

Measures adopted are handpicking and destroying the caterpillars, and eilforce-

ment of the ordinance requiring all old plants to be pulled up and burnt after pick-

ing^is finished.
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Exports have been as follows

:

Years Exports

thousand pounds

1910-11 (1st April to 31st March) 1,737 -

1911-12 » » » 1,357
1912-13 » » ,) 3,237
1913-14 » »

,

» 2,401

1914-15 » )) » 2,648

1915-16 )> » ,, 3065
1916-17 » ,, « 3462
1917-18 » » „ 866

1918-19 « » „ 2,671

1919 (ist Jan. to 31st December) 930
1920 » „ gi4
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RHODESIA,

Information is extracted from the Rhodesia Agricultural Journal issued by the

Department of Agriculture No. 3 June 1919 and No. 4 August 1921 (SaUsbury,

Rhodesia).

The data of exports are taken from the Annual Report of the British Cotton

Growing Association 1921 (Manchester June, 1922).

Experiments in cotton growing have been carried out for several years past

in Rhodesia, and it is considered to be amply proved that cotton can be profitably

produced in the country.

At the same time these experiments which extended in the year 1920 to 711

acres and in 1921 to 802 acres in different parts of the country, indicate that

successful cotton growing will be Umited to altitudes not exceeding 3800 feet above

sea level.

A large proportion of these lands aire in the more remote parts of . the coun-

try,' outside of the areas at present settled. Further experiment is regarded as

warranted, and recognition of the valuable aid afforded by the British Cotton

Growing Association is made by the Rhodesia Department.

It is stated in a report: Cotton Culture in Rhodesia by the Official Agri-

cultural Expert (Rhodesia, 1919) that a period of six months from planting to

picking is necessary for development in Rhodesia ; the. planting should be carried

out at the beginning of the spring rains in November ; any undue delay causes

risk of the May or June frosts.

Owing to the lateness of the rains in the season 1920-21 the Department of

Agriculture discouraged Cotton growing.

Trials have been effected as to the possibility of the maintenance of the cot-

ton plant for two seasons ; the advantage of earlier development being thus

ensured.

Figures are given in the Expert's Report shewing that cotton removes from

the soil only about one fourth of the nitrogen, phosphates etc. consumed by maize,

and one third of those necessary to tobacco.

The exports were as follows

:

Years thousand pounds

1918 7

1919 22

1920 14

1921 40
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SOMALIA (Itauan).

The Bollettino di Informazioni — Ministero delle Colonie (Rome) and the re-

cent publication dealing with Colonial resources, Materia prime di vegetali sponta-

nei e coltivati o coltivabili nelle nostre colonie di Eritrea e Somalia by E. ChiovAnda.

Istituto Coloniale Italiano (Rome 1921) are the chief authorities utilised for the fol-

lowing information. Trade figures are taken from Ministero Affctri Esteri — Di-

rezione Generate degli Affari Coloniali, Monografie e Rapporti Coloniali degli anni

corrispondenti for 1909 to 1911 ; the Government has supplied those from 1912

to 1920.

No data of area or of the extent of production of cotton in Somalia are avail-

able. Great interest is manifested in possible developments, and it is understood

that the necessary irrigation wUl be made available.

_ Gossypium arboreum is cultivated in Dancalia and Harrar, on the plain of Am-
buli and on the coast at Dudah, where this tree cotton continues in bearing for

five or six years, with an average yield of 6 to 9 pounds on each tree, frequently

attaining a staple of i ^/^^ to i % inches.

Various types of Egyptian and of American Upland cotton have been accli-

matised ; indigefaous cultivation of Gossypium herhaceum also takes plaice where

water is sufficient.

Exports have been as follows :

Years thousand pounds

1910 364

1911 93

1912 232

1913 266

1914 265

1915 224

1916 219

1917 125

1918 198

1919 58

1920 41
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ANGI,0 EGYPTIAN SUDAN.

The following information has been furnished by the Director General of Com-

mercial Intelligence and by the Acting Director, of Agriculture, both at Khartoum,

by the Sudan Almanac 1922, Cairo Agency (lyondon, H. M. Stationery Office)

and by the 1921 Report of the British Cotton Growing Association (Manchester, June

1922).

The trade figures from 1903 to 1917 have been taken from the Statistical Abs-

tract for the several British oversea Dominions and Protectorates.

The data of area and production are as follows :

Yggrs
^^^^ Yield ginned cotton

— acres thousand pounds

I916-I7 92,043 9,336

I9I7-18 66,470 4,576

I918-I9 58,209 5,004

1919-20 61,273 8,855

1920-21 '.

84,529 11,236

1921-22 68.511 9,423

The area and yield were increased in 1916-17 by large floods at Tokar, and

in 1920-21 by large floods at Tokar and Kassala forming, in each case, additional

delta lands.

Cotton is grown extensively in the Tokar district, also at Tajdba, at Berber

and near Khartoum in the Gash Delta near Kassala and in other localities south

of Khartoum, including the Gezira plain. At Tokar the cultivation is on land

annually flooded to a greater or less exteint by the river Barraka ; in the Gash Delta

basin irrigation is in operation; at Berber, Khartoum and Tayila, pump irrigation

is effective ; at some distance south of Khartoum the rainfall is usually sufficient.

Planting begins is July as a rule; and rather later in the Delta areas extending

into September and October.

Picking starts in December, continuing until February in Berber, Khartoum

and the rain cultivation areas ; in the Gash and Tokar plantations picking begins

in March, and sometimes is completed only in June. Cotton is therefore a winter

crop in the Sudan, differing from Eg5T)t in this respect.

To the extent of 46 % the yield is from SakeUaridis seed while Assih counts

for 44 % and American for 10 %. SakeUaridis and Assili are definitely long

stapled cotton, and the yield from American is also so classed. The estimates
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for yield in 1921-22 shew that the American cotton produces nearly twice

as much per acre as Sakellaridis.

Of ginned cotton practically none as manufactured locally, the whole pro-

duction being exported.

The exports of ginned cotton were as follows

:

Years thousand pounds

I9II 6,854

I912 3,598

1913 5.112

I914 3.798

I915 9.519

I916 6,499

I917 9.274 .

1918 4,513

I9I9 4.934

1920 8,730

. I92I 11,074

During the j-ears up to 1912 inclusive, some quantiy of unginned cotton was-

exported, in addition to the figures mentioned. In later years the exports of un

ginned cotton have been negligible.
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TANGANYIKA TERRITORY.

Replies to the Questionnaire of the Institute have been duly received from the

Administration, and the Kmpire Cotton Growing Corporation has transmitted

the report of Major Hastings Home on the Extension of Cotton Cultivation in the

Tanganyika Territory (I/ondon, 1922).

Data of areas tmder cotton in 1910 to 1913 are tak^n from the Statistisches

Jahrbuch Deutsches Reich of the years mentioned. I^ater data are unavailable

excepting the estimate of the present Administration for the 1921 crop.

Years
' Areas

— acres

I9IO 19,289

I9II 35.119

I912 35,356

I9I3 31,978

I92I 30,000

No data of production are available for the earher years, but, for the crop

of 1921, the Administration has communicated the final return as 3,049 thou-

sand pounds.

As there is no local consumption of ginned cotton, the exports should re-

present approximately the entire production.

Planting takes place generally from December tiU March, but is efEected later

in one or two areas such as that in the vicinity of lyake Victoria Nyanza. Picking

begins in July and continues tih September or October, also with some regional

•variations.

The cotton growing area at present in cultivation, comprises the Coast districts,

with inland extent from 50 to 150 miles ; the plantations are scattered at

intervals all over this region. There are also smaller areas in the north near

the KiHma Njaro mountain, and a large extent near I^ake Victoria Nyanza, oppo-

site to Uganda, already so productive as a cotton field. The altitude of the cotton

areas in Tanganyika varies, therefore, from sea level to 5000 feet, and conditions

of cultivation are necessarily diverse. All cotton production is carried out by

native labour, though the supervision is mainly in the hands of European growers.

During the period of German occupation much was done to encourage cotton grow-

ing, the " Kolonial Komitee " guaranteed, for several years, fixed prices for the

whole cotton crop, and watches were distributed to chiefs for encouraging native

cotton cultivation. A certain measure of control is exercised by the British adminis-

tration.
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The cotton grown is almost all of good quality, 60 % of the crop has a staple

of I Ys inches or over and it is rarely less than 1 ^/jg. Greek planters in the southern

(Ivindi) district report that Egyptian cotton is best suited to that region, in other

areas the Upland (American) type is general ; Nyasaland Upland seed freqjiently

gives better results than that imported from the United States. Indigenous (low

grade) cotton is not largely produced.

The presence of the tsetse fly in many parts of the territory prevents the use

of cattle for ploughing or transport in those districts but insect pests have not

been so injurious as in many other countries.

Ginneries were estabUshed in useful locations by the Germans, but suffered

during the war considerably.

The annual exports of cotton are given as foUows and include the complete

history of cotton growing in Tanganyika.

Years thousand pounds

I9OI —
1902 I

1903. 205

1904 210

1905 210

1906 210

1907 990

1908 594

1909 1,142

I9I0 1,369

I9II 4.895

1912 2,377

1913 6,600

I April 1918 to 31 March 1919 1,655

I » 1919 » » » 1920 1,630

I » 1920 » )• » 1921 1,148

Before the war all de cotton crop went to Germany, the export is now chiefly

to Japan, the buying is done by itinerant Indian dealers.

The produce of the Ivake Nyanza region is forwarded by the Uganda railway

to the East coast port of Mombasa.

The administration estimated the cotton crop of Tanganyika in 1922 to be

at least 25 % larger than that of 192 1, the condition of the crop in June 1923

was reported as good.
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TQGOI.AND.

a) 'Under German rule.

Important progress was made in cotton cultivation in Togoland under Ger-

man rule. The trade figures (exports 1910 to 1913) ate taken from the Siaiisti-

sches Jahrbuch 1910 to 1913.

According to Professor ^qAA's World Cotton Crops (Ivondon, 1915), p. 185,

the production in 1913 was about 1,200 thousand pounds.

As in other West African colonies, cotton was formerly grown by the natives

chiefly for their own use. <

They have, to a certain extent, taken to planting improved types, suitable

for European requirements but other crops, such as cocoa and palm oil have been

found more profitable in some seasons.

During the period of German rule, eight ginneries were established by the

Government in suitable localities (i).

The following are. the data of exports from 1910 to 1913.

Ginned cotton
Years

'

•—
— thousand pounds

I9IO 1,024

I91I 1,141
,

I912 1,215

I913 1,041

6) Portion occupied by France.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute to the Governrnent of the Togo

Territory occupied by France, has been returned duly completed, and contains

information as follows :

The data of area and production are given below from 1915 to 1922.

Years Acres thousand pounds

1915-^ 32,124 562

1916
.'

34,595 849

1917 37.066 983

1918 37..066 344

1919 49.422 2,414

1920 49.422 2,176

1921 49.422 2,033

1922 '.
. . 49,422 (estimated) 2,205 (estimated)

(i) Bulletin de I'Agence G^ndrale des Colonies, N» i6g. Ministdre 'des Colonies, p. 43 (Paris,

January 1922).
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The dates of planting in the Coast district are from May to August, of picking

from December to March, the dates for the rest of the cotton area are about one

month later throughout.

Two species have been planted, that of Gossypium hirsutum, short staple of

^li to '/s of an inch, and Togo Sea Island, long staple i ^/e to i V2 inches.

Owing to the preferences estabUshed as regards seed, the short staple cotton

tends to disappear, leaving only Togo Sea Island in possession.

The insecr pests were destructive in 192 1 owing to exceptionally heavy rains.

The data of production are given as those of export.

c) Portion occupied by Great Britain.

The figures of area and yield are unavailable.

The periods of planting and picking noted with regard to the portion under

mandate to France, are similar in the British zone.

The export figures for 1916,. 1917 and 1918 were furnished directly by the Go-

vernment, while those for 1919 and 1920 were supplied to the British Cotton

Growing Association by the Statistical Department of the Board of Trade and

are quoted from The British Cotton Growing Association Annual Reports for 1920

and 192 1 (Manchester, June 192 1- 1922).

Ginned cotton
Years —
— thousand pounds

191''!'
• 755

1917 1,004

1918 . • 578

1919 1,281

1920 781

According to the above mentioned Report for 1921, the data of exports from

British Togoland for that year are included in the figures of Nigeria.
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UGANDA PROTECTORATE.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned duly completed,

and, with subsequent information received from the Government has been utilised

as follows.

The trade figures from 1910-11 to 1915-16 have been taken from the Statis-

tical Ahstratit for the several British oversea Dominions and Protectorates; those for

1916-17 to 1921-22 have been suppUed by the Government.

The area and production of cotton in Uganda have been as undernoted :

Years
(i AprU-31 Mardi)

1909-10

I9IO-II

I9II-I2

I912-I3

I9I3-I4

I914-15

I915-16

1916-17

1917-18

1918-19

1919-20

1920-21

1921-22

Area
acres
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the cotton planting is, in some measure, dependent tipon the number of weeks

required to mature the necessary food crops.

A tax of 4 Indian cents per pound (*/ioo of the rupee) was imposed from 13 Ja-

nuarj' 1919 on all ginned cotton produced from seed planted in the Protectorate. It

was decided that the proceeds should be devoted to cotton areas, for road construc-

tion and other improvements and for the establishment of two Cotton Seed Se-

lection Stations in Buganda and the Eastern Province. The number. of ginneries

akeady at work in 1919 was 42 and constant additions were in progress.

All Uganda Cotton is derived from two varieties (Allen and Sunflower) of

long staple American Upland which were selected from several experimental trials
;

these two form the basis of existing Uganda Cotton, which has an average length

of staple of i^/j6 inches (from i '/j to i 14 ) ^^^ is classed botanically under the

description of Gossypium hirsutum.

Cotton stainers are more efficiently controlled in dry seasons, and the annual

burning of the old cotton plants is a great factor in keeping the crop free from

serious pests. This comptdsory destruction also simpUfies operations and so ren-

ders the crop more suitable for native cultivators.

The whole crop of cotton is exported. The difficulties and delays in transit

to the seaboard are an important drawback to profitable cultivation when prices

are only moderate in Europe.

Exports have been as follows :

Ginned cotton
Years —
— thousand pounds

I April to 31 Marcli

I9IO-II 5.351

I9II-I2 8,344

I9I2-I3 10,400

I913-I4 11,200

I914-15 13.120

I915-I6 10,491

I916-I7 8,733

I917-18 11,142

1918-19 10,997

1919-20 14,612

1920 (i April to 31 December) 19,078

1921 (i January to 31 December) 38,547

The figures of exports include a quantity which was not ginned before leaving

the country. The conversion of the relative figures into the equivalent of ginned

cotton has been duly made.
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UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA.

The Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute was returned duly completed

by the Government, and the information furnished is subjoined. Some details as

to cotton growing in Swaziland are also taken from the Annual Colonial Reports

of that territory furnished by the Colonial Office in I^ondon, No. 1020, 19 18- 19,

No. 1056, -I919-20 ; No. 1102, 1920-21.

The Annual Statement of the Trade and Shipping of the Union of South

Africa has been consulted for trade figures from 1912 to 1920. The export datum
for 1921 is taken from the British Cotton Growing Association- Report for that year

(Manchester, June 1922).

The approximate areas and the yields of the Union of South Africa and

Swaziland have been as follows :

, Production
Years "-^ ginned cotton

^
thousand pounds

1909 and 1910 200 31

1911 90 14

1912 •. 220 33

1913 216 32

1914 480 72

1915 1,440 216

1916 1,520 228

1917 1.630 244

1918 1,890 283

1919 5,100 765

1920 7,302 1,095 >

1921 7,500 1,169

1922 - 854

Cotton is grown in many parts of the Union, including Rustenburg, Barber-

ton, Natal and Zululand, Swaziland and Transkei.

About 500 acres were under crop in Swaziland in 1919, about 2000 in 1920,

and 1000 in 1921.

Cotton growing in Swaziland is being gradually taken up by educated nati-

ves, and' it is hoped, with the estabHshment of the Agrictdtural Farm, that they

may be taught to extend their interest in improved methods of agriculture. Cot-

ton growing by natives will require to be very carefully supervised to prevent the

production of poor quality.
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Planting takes place in November and December, picking begins at Rusten-

burg in March, elsewhere in April arid continues until July.

Three fourths of the cotton grown in the Union is of short staple ; regulations

have been introduced with the view of developing a longer staple.

The varieties grown are American Upland {Gossypium hirsutum) .such, as

Improved Bancroft, GrifSn, also Nyasaland and Zululand Hybrid, all described

as long staple ; King, Bancroft, Cleveland Big, Boll are classed as short staple.

It has been amply demonstrated that, with a reasonable market price and im-

proved facilities for marketing, the lower portions of Swaziland are essentially

cotton lands, as rainfall is sufficient, and frost seldom occurs.

I/Cgislation is in operation in Swaziland to prevent introduction and spread

of insect pests.

Prom 1910 to 1914 a few thousand poimds of the cotton produced in the Union

were used locally for upholstery work, and from 1915 to 1921 about 100 thousand

pounds have been employed in weaving ; the rest of the crop is exported. The'

following are the data of exports from the Union.

Ginned cotton
Years —
— tb.ousand pounds

I912 32

I913 32

I914 42

I915 ,
116

I916 128

1917 47

1918 183

1919 290

1920 997

1921 914
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AUSTRALIA (QuEENSi<i>ND).

The Questionnaire forwarded to Australia by the Institute has ben duly re-

turned, completed, by the. Registrar General of Queensland, the only Australian

State where cotton is as yet grown in appreciable quantities ; the following data

are suppUed from this source and from the Annual Report of the Department of

Agriculture and Stock in Queensland, lot 1920-21, supplemented by some particulars

furnished by the British Cotton Growing Association Report, 1921 (Manchester, 1922).

The areas and yields of cotton are given as follows

:

191

1

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

1922

Atea
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sterling. The Association has informed us that the quaUty of seed to be planted

under this guarantee should be such as to produce cotton of a staple of i ^/jg in-

ches as a minimum ; the object being to encourage the growth of long staple cotton.

The areas under cotton are in the Coast region, and the members of a recent

expert survey have been favourably impressed with the opportunities for further

cotton growing developments, especially in the Central district.

Planting takes place during the months from September to December, and

picking, begun in March, continues until July.

The cotton grown in Queensland is practically all of American Upland type.

" Russels' Big Boll " and " Durango ", and may be classed as short staple (tm-

der I Ys inch.).

The Queensland imports and exports of cotton over seas, exclusive of small

quantities transferred to other Australian States, was as follow

:

„ Imports Exports

thousand pounds thousand pounds

191^ ; • 58 13

I913 — 83

1914 (January to June) . .
— 8

1914-1915 (July to June) . .
— —

1915-1916 (do) 5 5

1916-1917 (do) — —
1917-1918 (do) 2 —
1918-1919 (do) — =
1919-1920 (do) — —
1920-1921 (do) — —
1921 (July to December). . .

— 301

The Government considers that Cotton growing is to be encouraged, and a

favourable movement is expected to take place during the years 1922 and 1923,

not only in Queensland but in other Australian States. A large number of immi-

grants are to be settled on suitable areas for production of fruit and other crops ;

of all these crops cotton is likely to become the most speedily remunerative.
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NEW CAI^EDONIA AND NEW HEBRIDES.

The; Questionnaire forwarded by the Institute has been returned by the Gp-

vernment of New Caledonia, duly completed as far as possible.' Data and infor-

mation concerning production a,nd export from the New Hebrides have been ex-

tracted hoTsa the Annual Colonial Report ig20{Iyondon); iiova. the Bulletins niensuels

du Comite de I'Oceanie f^angaise for May-June 1921, p. 65, and March 1922, p. 50

(Paris), and from the Bulletin du Commerce (Noumea) 17 March 1922, No. 1498.

The trade figures are from the Paris publication. The returns comprise data from

New Caledonia and the New Hebrides jointly, unless otherwise, stated.

The aggregate area in 1920 was about 3600 acres and the production about

890 thousand pounds of ginned cotton ; the' production in 1921 was estimated at

1,102 thousand pounds. The production of New Caledonia in 1920 was about

220 thousand pounds ; the remainder was all from the New Hebrides.

In all the islands the planting takes place during the months of increasing

temperature, from September to December.

Picking is effected from 9 to 10 months after planting, in average seasons.

The ctdtivation of cotton is on the increase especially in the New Hebrides.

Owing to very favourable weather two crops were picked in 1919. The cotton

is all classed as long staple about i '/16 ^o r ^j^^, inches, and is derived from Gos-

syfium Peruvianum, being known as Caledonien.

The yield f or 1920 is estimated on the basis of 2200 pounds from 7% acres.

The cotton grown in the New Hebrides is all brought to Noumea in New
Caledonia to be ginned and manufactured ; none of it is again exported from New
Caledonia.

The quantities of vmginned cotton shipped from the New Hebrides were as

foUows :

Years thousand pounds

1911 434

1912 697

1913 2,249

I9I4 :.... 2,643

I9I5 2,483

I916 3,863

I9I7 3.040

I918 3,181

I9I9 . . . . 2,872^

1920 5.190

I92I 1,319

The double crop of 1919 resulted in the large export of 1920 ; the yield of 1921

was affected, by a scarcity of labour.
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Cotton.
The data are tiiose of the usual cotton season (quantities

COUNTRIES

Northern Hemisphere
Europe

Bulgaria (i) .

Greece (i) . ..'.,.
Malta
Russia (European) (3) .

Turkey (European) (4) ...

America

Antigua . . '

.

...
Barbados. . ......
Colombia

,

United States '.

Grenada
Guadaloupe and Dependencies
Dutch West Indies ...
Jamaica . .

Mexico (4)

Montserrat
Porto Rico . .

St. Kitts Nevis
St. Vincent

,
Cyprus ....
French India .

British India (5) .

Indochina .

Japan .

Korea '
. .

Russia (Asiatic) (6) .

Siam
Turkey in Asia (4)

'

Apkica

French Equatorial Africa .

Algeria (4)

Egypt .

Uganda
'

Anglo-Egvptian Sudan.
Togo . .

Tunis

SoTiTHERM Hemisphere

America

Argentina . ........
Brazil ....
Peru ....

Africa

Belgian Congo .....
, Nyasaland .......
Tanganyika ..... . .

Union of South Africa

.

Australasia

Australia .

Fiji ... . .

igog-io rgio-ii

1,945

793

378
4,122

30,938,034

3,101

3,146

10
21,005,014

9,818

99,768

841,236

1,657,832
24,680
28,165

200

2,115

902

16,319

566
4,742

1911-12

32,403,036

470
59

284,378
2,050

3,800

4,680

12
23,040,016

. 8,330
147,433

1,187,210

460,892

1,705,121

41,693

46,770
24,711

49

4,690

28,334

19,289
90

605
12

1,871

22,344
1,100
2,795

625
4,669

5,045,041

2,983
420
109

205,501
2,700

4,650

6,105

10
21,415,015

149,590
1,271,356

2,533

1,776,363
60,920
61,743

32,124
124

4,468

29,055
36,119

220

441
15

1,885

1,144

450

929
3,970

34,283,038

297
121

266,262
2,063

5,600

5,444

1,804

1,042

1,282
2,985

37,089,041

245
274

225,793
2,200

5,500
5,006

7 7

22,004,016 24,997,018

6,758
168,231

1,058,916
13,314

1,287

1,787,339
50.118
5i;i59

618

6,919

30,797

36,366
216

214
7

6,178
176,473

1,326,365
13,386

62
976

1,788,666

110,264

5,478

34,689
31,978

480

134
25

(i) These data cannot be treated as comparable owing to frontier alterations during the period under review. — (2) Pro
territory known to be under cotton.— (6) The figures refer to Transcaucasia and Central Asia.
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— Area.

picked between i August and 31 July following).

1914-15 1915-16 1916-17 1917-18 1918-19 1919-20 1920-21

3,020
29,861
1,006

7«

36,882,041

146
465

2,350

5,500
5,486

10
24,566,018
- 45,475

6,057
183,829

1,372,560

15,842

247
171

1,822,068
118,778

32,124
49

8,155

138,860

72
529

3,413

18,770
946

609
1,078

11,416
31,412,035

3,189

2,965

111,103
1,953

2,300
3,691

10
17,746,012

49,624
6.666

192,184
1,270,308

16,843

1,231,139
92,127

9,118
504,018
137,479

34,406

1,820

75
624

16,947

817

361
980

1,985,040

3,189

3,212
156
44

98,844

1,997

2,000

3,473

21,746,016

44,116
5,684

223,302

11,493

1,483

1,718,512
129,833
92,043
37,066

7,699

501,076
160,176

33,193

1,630

133
S

5,221

12,178
744'

671
1,337

i,841,038

3,240

3,707
358
42

74,133

2,608

4,600

4,711

25,299,017

5,866
265,889

7,843

1,483
830

1,741,140
133,630
66,470
37,066

29,097
726,626
168,224

2,224
39,038

1,890

7,275
19,277

677

976
1,445

36,008,042

3,220

556

425,954

3,167

5,300

10,403

99
20,997,015

43,244

6,200
319,616

10,922

1,483

1,365,636
144,591
58,209

49,422

604,972
222,161

3,707

23,901

5,100

203 72

(2) 3,791
25j460

630

791
1,179

33,566,039

3,250

3,200

4,300

8,351

8,105

23,352,015

6,047

366,420

11,043

371
692

1,633,649
160,000
61,273
49,422

686,372
163,094

6,178
17,041'

7,302

166
10

(2) 4,685

606

1,664

35,878,041

3,200

2,000

6,500

7,954

8,973

21,341,016

6,469

358,795

16,158

.866
1,897,431

200,000

49,422

805,444
160,621

7.413

7,500

1,967

<2) 3,944

23,327

1,226

31,427,036

3,200

2,000

3,000
2,500

4,g08

6,663

18,485,013

362,551

566
1,339,113
175,000
68,611
49,422

1,419,888

30,000

21,143

visional estimate. — (3) Northern Caucasia only.— (4) Incomplete data. — (5) Tlie figures are those for all Indian
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Cotton. —
(Tile data are those of tlie usual cotton season (cotton

N»
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Yield of ginned cotton.

picked between i August and 31 July following).
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Cotton. — Yield of

N»



ginned cotton per acre.

Liijy
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Cotton. — Areas, production and yield
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per, acre: Av&t-ages and recapitulation.

Averages: yield of ginned cotton-

1909-10/1913-14,

.thousand % (total

pounds ' = 100)

1914-15/1918-ig 1919-20/1921-22

Yield per acre

1909^10/
1913-14

1914-15/
1918-ig

1919-20/
1921-22

thousand % (total

pounds = 800)

(2)

403

;

6,030;

207
[

6,640

(S)

117

1

507
6,229,8861

336
771

32

96,338
314
643'

491

6,3%8,T41

948'

1,713,046

(4.6461

2,361
12,549

!,r3S,550

<3)

(4)

655
694,410

9,721

5,927

1,177

711,890

8,180,831

1,406
134,901
57,802

j

193,80»

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

69.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

n.i

0.0

19.1

0.1

0.0

0.1

19.3

0.0

7.7

0.1

0.1

0.0

7.9

9T.8

418
4,274
158

4,850

- 73
163

6,938,688
309
66
30

72,849
364
491
,3*4

6,013,377

755

1,716,326

(5) 4,r
-

2,214

1,750,339

(3)

(4) 257

542,78§
11,196
7,029

> 1.030

562,399

8,330,855

0.0

1.5 (5)

0.6

2.1

(64)1 0.0(3)
E,410| O.Ol

3,810
i

0.0 (2)

36: 0.0
[

6,330 0.1

4,424

148,914
62,120

315,458

64
2,671

1,655
347

4,737

36' 0.0 16

200,165 3.3 330,311

8,980,986 tool 8,551,066

thousand % (total pounds
pounds = 100)

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

69.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

b.9

0,0

0.0

0.0

70.3

(fo

20.0

0.1

0.0

0.3

30.4

0.0

6.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

6.6

»7.4

0.1

1.7

0.7

3.5

(2)

646
4,887

161

5,694

(2) 93

2, 101
5,289,989

M 352
69

(30)

(72,849)

431
558

5,364,908

949
1,850,274

(2) - 2,-587

(4) 2,198

(4) 49,093

1,905,501

160
492,198
21,933

9,139

2,138
(4/

535,568

7,801,671

(4) 10.546

230,451

(4) 76,610

0.0 (4)

0.0(4)
0.0

0.0 (4)

0.1

!

317,606,

181
1,087

j

2,259'

947,

4,474!

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

0,0

0.0

65.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

66.0

0.0

22.8

0.0

0.0

0.6

33.4

0.0

6.1

0.3

0.1

0.0

6.S

96.0

(2)

(5)

0-1 (5),

2.8 (6)

1.0

3.9

0.0

0-0 (5)

OQ (3)

0.0
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Cotton.

COUNTRIES

Europe

Germany (i) . .

^Austria (i) (3), .

Belgium . .. .

Bulgaria (i) . /
Denmark (i) . .

Iceland . . . .

Spain
Esthonia
Finland

.

France (i) , .. .

Great Britain and Ireland

Greece (i) .

Hungary (i) (8)

Italy (i). . . .

'Latvia (i) . . .

Norway
Netherlands .

Poland (i) . .

Portugal . .

Roumania^ (i)

Rtissia (5). .

Sweden ...
Switzerland . .

Ceecoslovakia (i) .

Turkey ... . .

thousand
pounds

1,005,141
414.423

147,605
2,716

12,644

155,584

17,068
702,592

2,188,764
996

3,398

28,684
420,735

113,767

32,390
864

405,249
38,119

52,385

,1,376(7)

NORTH AND Central America

Canada . .

Costa Rica .

Cuba ....
United States .

Greenland . . . i

Goiadalolipe and dependencies
Guatemala ....
Leeward .Islands , . . . .

Martinique
Mexico . . .

'

Panama
San Salvador
Saint Pierre and Miquelon . .

South America

Argentina . .

Brazil.

Chile . . .

Colombia
Ecuador . . .

French Guiana .

Paraguay ... .

Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay .

Venezuela . . .

74.652

1

1,189
92,703

2
618

67

28,236

653
37

thousand
pounds

887,205
374,633

138,672
1,583

10,254

160,073

14,956
535,272

1,972,734

1,635
4,662

24,473

384,946

,8,939
111,776

38,067
640

436,377

45,591
46,163

(7) 3,223

66,496
1

1,364
85,279

9

6,139

66
269

thousand
pounds

973,893
.433,659

278,471
1,782

12,024

199,336

17.737

702,277
2,207,084

1,631
5,285

30,766
418,597

8,465

129,233

1,199
447,049
44,119
53,896

75,003
23

. 1,639

101,200

1
448

8
2,905

633

181
571
379

2

70

thousand
pounds

1,117,706

487,992
311,480

1,877

13,581

204,728

19,074
763,156

2,805,813
522

4,062
43,064

471,981

8,731
154,981

40,023
977

396,540
47,743

57,844

78,811
•. 7

1,692
129,294

52
397

12
8,404

91
465
96

13
2

19

thousand
pounds

1,053.691
455,384
309,459

974
13,244

191,642

19,487

726,623
2,174,296

1,224

3,741

33,868
445,072

8,789
151,533

38,887
640

434,141
47,519

60,130

1,983
104,980

79
412
198
13

9.644

56
.130
160

5

a) Unginned cotton.— 6) Ginned cotton.— {1} These data cannot be treated as cont/parable owing to frontier altera

1909 to 1914 and for the Austrian Republic for 1920 — (4.) First nine months. — (5) Trade for European and
toman Empire. — (8) Trade for Hungary only, including exchanges with Austria.
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Cotton.

COUNTRIES

Asia'

Ceylon
, . . . .

China

il^buan
Malacca

Penang . .

Singapore , , .

French India

Federated Malay States
* Johore . . ,

British India

Dutch lEast Indies

Java and Madura . ,

Other Possessions . . . ...
{a)

Indochina ... 1,,
lb)

Japan. j")

Korea ...
Formosa

Macao

.

{a)
Persia (i). . .

}'

Philippines .

Africa

Algeria

Cape Verd Islands . ....
Belgian Congo

French Somali Coast

Cyrenaica ....
Egypt

Erythrea . . ....
U)

Madagascar and Dependencies . <,,
j4)

Mauritius

.

Morocco (Spanish Zone) . . . .

Mayotte and Dependencies ...
Mozambique . .

Reunion

Saint Thomas and Prince Islands.

Senegal ... .

Italian Somalia . .....
Tripolitana . ,

Tunis ... ...

Australasia

Australia

New Caledonia and dependeilcies

New Zealand

1909 .

thousand
pounds

708

15,245

9

11

351

15,376

6,355

13,433

8,634

28,376

498,807

58

IS

1910

thousand
pounds

773

27,444

30

18

347

14,663

3,689

3,117

7,191

22,335

632,863

1,926

242

109

1,553

56

thousand
pounds

763

5,28i8

9

20

480

15,083

4,290

248

21,634

1

7,554

20,017

526,680

2,343

181

74

23

701

169

1

16

2

15

7

1

1

1,327

436

thousand
pounds

818

37,210

19

335

21,886

3,940

276

90,314

1

11,035

28,674

775,143

3,027

253

121

218

1,271

697

8

thousand
pounds

668

17,959

6

184

19,513

5,095

300

14

11,868

24

12,774

34,.399

852,151

2,982

327

112

28

559

367

1

339

15

16

1

IS

1

77

1,829

1,865

a) Unginned cotton. — (6) Ginned cotton. — (i) The data for the financial year beginning with 21 March.
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thousand
pounds

4

] 6,860

2

1

95

6,572

3,964

211

19

9,972

-

7

10,184

17,199

803,028

2,396

431

192

87

764

256

34

13

8

381

35

1

28

11

422

1

168

26

842

1,896

thousand
pounds

4

48,665

9

260

7.^73

2,018

248

27

2,680

603

389

214

88

6,996

13,580

950,996

3,261

381

114

6

789

7

351

S

29

1916

199

2,835

thousand
pounds

834

54,329

11

357

17,143

13

319

35

3,808

446

316

99

205

9,977

24,324

1.081.960

3,030

267

43

329

9

506

247

1

85

1

3

45

10

399

7

38

642

2,027

thousand
pounds

745

40,000

4

366

5,087

2

345

31

4,056

651

564

88

5,568

13,36^

918,877

2,201

197

83

179

4

1,361

81

1,804

5,247

thousand
,

pounds

1,799

25,337

5

370
'

S,727

.1,465

107

27

11,339

767

134

8,968

12,709

890,174

2,908

209

84

329

543

1,045

310

47

16

153

897

1,105

3,089

thousaud
pounds

1,528

31,853-

16

602

,
9,0.32

2

234

52

6,708

387

zrs

109

7,148

13,778

1,033,783

6,146

267

490

428

thousand
pounds

213

487

3,155

0.

1921

thousand
pounds

1,672
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Cotton.

COUNTRIES

Europe

Germany (i) .

Austria (i) (3)
Belgium . . .

Bulgaria (1)

Denmark fi) .

Spain ....
France (i) . .

Great Britain and Ireland (Reexport)

Greece (1) ...,.-.
j

»)

Hungary (i) (7) .',.

Italy (i). . .

Latvia (i) . .

Malta
Norway (Reexports)
Netherlands ....
Rumarpia (i) . ...
Russia U) •

Sweden :...,..
Czechoslovakia fi)

Turkey (6) . . ^ . .- ; . . . .

thousand
pounds

113,221

4,677

2

372
129,247

268,633
152
771

NqsTH AND Central America

/.

Bahama Islands .

Barbados
Cuba
United States . .

» » (Reexports) .

Grenada
Guadaloupe and dependencies'

.

Hayti , . .

Xeeward Islands . .

Virgin Islands oi the United States .

Dutch West Indies .

Jamaic^
Mexico
Porto 'Rico

Dominican Republic .

St. I,ucia . .

Saint Vincent .

South America

Argentina .

Bra7.ii .

Chile'

Colombia
Ecuador . .

French Guiana . . .

Peru
Trinidad and Tol)ago .

Venezuela
*

North Borpeo ,

China
Cyprus

.569

64,528

48
413

41,250

12
819

),895,443

2,993
324

6

684
242

22
280

6

350

21,976

877

23

46,970
9

169

70
84,456

1,211

thousand
pounds

102,152

4,504

5
7

486
186,685
is6,ioo

255
1,140

85
215

161
1,681

67,362

126
427

30,723

6
689

5,644,896

4.129
266

713
248

13

596

18
522

24,604

161

31,099

11
146

51

166,236
807

thousand
poimds'

• 81,678

4,592

121,946

32
581

145,750
291,180

86
616
26

174

119
48

65,476

32

13
718

4,459,754

2,340
274

4

4,628

1,474
262
102
18
380
171
319
4

638

126
2,291

304

63
1

),026

6

68
116,983

786

thousand
pounds'

108,463

7,367
116,640

.31

532
156,201

323,798
129
364
14

100

466

5

77,874
0,4

56

429

13
416
2

j,674,775

946

4,783

1,072
132

102
226
675

6
452

1,231
36,980

433

121

42,396

12
322

107.382

1,647

thousand
pounds

106,641
8,638

142,396
3

32
243

127,516

257,645
6

6
3

169

271

483
71,776

54
297

13
433

4.481,860

1,767
401

4,727
1,230

69
78
209
673
4

485

771
82,505

300

362
2

52,731
7

98,467

1,506

a) imginned cotton ; 6) ginned cotton.— (1) These data cannot be treated as comparable, owing to frontier alterations during
Austrian Republic (or 1920.— (4) Trade of European and Asiatic Russia.— (5) Exports across the Eturopean frontier only.—
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1914 .1916 191

7

191:8

thousand
pounds

(2)

78,301

4,605
93,688

23
1,627

100,077
216,263

40
581
29

41

3,757
58,095

118
11,481

6
226

3,285,454
'8.234

368

1,158
139
50
32

272
361

5
422

609
67,096

187

. 79

50,486

89,450
1,049

thousand
pounds

28
6,878

19,323

343.637
63
151

82

23
1,418

86,630

2,209
170,771

21
304

4,362,254

12,664
869

2,748

1,008

30
42
141
312
312

3

877

58
11,525

177

4

46,573

56
96,758

700

thousand
pounds

8

1,946
55,622

237,472
28

814

103

104
776

(5)

138

$,645,270

3.923
349

7

3,193
560
55
64
17

8,050
853
132

260

120
2,361

9
16

1

58,408

113,428
912

thousand
pounds

22
2

166
42,714

1x1,404

4
62

!,476,]34

2,227

275
7

5,076
666
134
34

21,807
181
318
0.4

217

336
13,098

4
956

38,306

7

61

110,948
353

thousand
pounds

18
1

101
18,687

352

4
188

2,118,171

1,962
242
6

3,521

601

7
86

47,247
128

0.2

395

1,382

5,719
167

124

47,449

. 28
172,206

172

thousand
pouiids

24,589

10
429

39,242

121,131

26
55

887

61

495
2,149

287

16
114

3,367,672

2,650

3

46
123

4

212

3,047

26,793

78

1,310

87,551
2

871

124
142,878

1,762

thousand
pounds

1,489
. 175

105,586

24
1,468

71,807

249,672
56

567

390
4

116
J53

4,048

2,112

1,089

7
22

8,179,807

11,491
875
12

1,193

29
97
0.4

225

4

561

9,083
54,446

49
1,050

111
50,143

660

thousand
pounds

108,607

50,267

150,947
40

104

7
1,074

-

3,064

8,889,107

5.712
329
18

22
0.2

5,260
43,226

13
14'

15 .

1-6

17
18

19
20

the period under review. — {2) First six months.— {3) The data are for the former Monarchy from 1909 to 1914 and for the
(6) Trade of the former Ottoman Empire.— (7) Trade for Hungary only including exdianges with Austria. .
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Cotton.

N» COUNTRIES 1909

49

53

54

55
56

57

58

59
60
61
62

63
64
65
6f)

67
68

69
70
71
72

73
74

75

76

77

78

70

80

81
82

83
,84

90

91
92

93

Straits Settlements :

Labuan
Malacca
Penang ...

-Singapore
Federated Malay States-. .

British India
« • (Reexport)

putch East Indies . . .

Java and Madura . . .

OtherPossessions . .. .

Indochina

Japan (Reexports)
Korea ......
Macao (Reexports)

Persia ......
Siam . . .' . .

Atrica

Algeria . .

Angola ...
Belgian, Congo .

Gold Coast, ....
Ivory Coast
French Somali Coast . . .

Dahomey and dependencies .

Egypt
Erythrea
French Guinea .

Kenya .

Madagascar and dependencicB
Mauritius. . . . .

Mozambique
Nigeria ......
Nyasaland ... . . „ ,

Uganda

.

Northern Rhodesia . .

Senegal

Seychelles ...
Italian Somalia . . ;

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan

French Soudan. . ...
Tanganyika , . ;

Togo . . .

Tunis
Union of South Africa . . .

Australasia

Australia
B (Reexports)

French Settlements in the Pacific . .

North Borneo
New Caledonia and dependencies .

British New Guinea . ."

New Zealand (Reexports)
New Hebrides '. , . a)

Salomon Islands . . .
'

' t]

lb]

thousand
pounds

114
17,073

144
855,520

o
16,247

1,516
14.731

2,915

5,787
271

2,115

171

31

4
287

688,640
.304

142

5,033
859

3,351

1,478
43
2

. 2

63
2,583
2,060

46
1,142

76

159
70

thousand
pounds

3

60
16,682

164
1,136,403

7
17,660

2,] 37
15,623
4,827

2,909
122

1,618

1,188

59
318

11

11
267

595,229
411

163

2,478

1,737
6,632

3,662
26

19

364
13,701

1,761
138

1,369

1,024

18

11

9
173
51
27

thousand
pounds

8

57
14,279

185
830,981

,0

14,211

2;364
11,847

3,532
3,707

536
2,287

17,872
35,610

1,444

157
272

10

2

292
667,512

629

166
11

9

2,238

1,367

5,114

6,639
28
3
3

93
4,808

6,854
47

4,895

1,141

35

61
58

100

434
17

1913

thousand
pounds

44
20,513

169
806,082

96
20,419
6,485

13,934

6,704
4,677

1,190

3,936

5,030
60,468
1,768

166
192

21

272
822,800

763

295
6

11
66

4,373

3,237

5,436

8,705
86

7
9

232
6,701

3,698
128

2,377
1,215

32

71

42S

thousand
pounds

26
18,052

80
1,060,330

22,421

3,687

18,734
14,240

7,670
2,140
-6,775

, 6,448
64,446

3,039

315
71 .

27
40
7

377
690,642

350

135

312
6;361

2,401

4,943

9,544
231

5,112

6,600
1,041

32

a) unginned cotton. — b) ginned cotton.
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Cotton. — Average imports and exports.

The totals of tlic averages for 1919 to 1921 in parenthesis, do not include all tlie countries appearing

in the corresponding totals of the avcrai^cs for igog-13 and 1914-18

COIJNTRIF^

Europe.

Germany {il . ,.. ,

Austria (i) ...'..
Belgium "1

.

Bulgaria (i) . i.

Denmark (i)

Iceland
Spain . .

Esthonia .

Finland . . . .

France (i)

Great Britain and Ireland .

Greece (i)

Hungary (i)

Italy (1)

I^atvia .

Malta ....
Nonway . ..

Ketberlands ,

Poland . . .

Portugal . -.

Roumania (i).
' Russia
Sweden . . .

Switzerland .

Czecoslovakia
Turkey . . .

Totals Kuropc

North and Central America

Bahama Islands .

Barbados '.

. .

Canada . .

Costa Rica ...
Cuba ....
United States ...
Grenada ....
Greenland .

Guadaloupe (and dependencies)
Guatemala . . . .

Hayti. ... ...
I.eeward Islands
Virgin Islands of the United States .

Dutch West Indies . -.
,.

Jamaica
Martinique . .

' . . '. .

Mexico . . . ^ .

Totals North and Central America (car-

ried forward) .......

Average imports

1909-13

thousand
pomids

3,008,527

433,198
237,117

1,786
12,34t!

182,858

17,662
685,784

2,269,736

1,201

. 4,210
32,149

428,266

(3)

(4)

9,602

132,258

37,384
864

423,671

44,618

54,083

2,299

6,018,811

74,824
8

1,.551

102,691

(11)

27
440

(3) 66

1914-18

thousand
pounds

130,673

53,910
42,494

372
10,279

9

214,455

14,598

443,083
1,058,941

1,351

3,597

3,876
460,930

12,367
79,761

34,196
220

143,276
82,193

48,000

3,rj8,48l

(3)

(4)

22(2)
10,866 (5)

190,r>06

91,999
3

2,245
161,034

11

728

18
7,344

%63,5T9

1919-21

thousand
pounds

308,828

24,073

223,609
188

11,232

171,041

2,510

14,891

480,218
1,876,017

642
8,442

81

379,009
11

6,675
66,061
63,101

16,347
189

39,650

61,971

129,417

(3,66%,T83)

(2)

(2)

95,978

3,265

204,767

30

(304,028)

Average exports

1909-13

thousand
pounds

(3)

(5)

(4)

102,431
5,'934

126,661
?

148,880

279,471
125
578
38

205

254
446

89,403

83
333

35,088

m,3i9

11
696

e) 4,411,348
r) 2.435

329

(3) 4,713
1,035
248

(3)
• 88
32

287

4,4SI,I20

1914-18

(4)

14,860

921
18.738

7

11

2,144

46,285
181,828

26
136

6

102

61

1,066

1,643
36,450

33a,n2

182

3,177,457

5,802
',19

798
84
53
18

3,%0T,6TI

(4)

1919-21

thousandthousand
pounds ,'. pounds

1,489

175

70,504

11

948

53,772

173,017
41

242
'

,88

218
2,424

1,069

2,147

(3IC,t15)

11
68

(2)

3,206,362

6,618

337

11

(4)

942
37
81

1

(3,.303,468)

e) = exports ; r) = re-export;> ; a) .= Unginned cotton ; b) = Ginned cotton.— (i) Th£ data cannot he treated as com-
parable olifing to frontier alterations during the period under reviexf. See explanatory notes Chapter X of the " Internatio-

nal Yearbook ol Agricultural Statistics 1909-1921 „. — (2) Datum for a single year. — (3) Three years' average. — (4) Two
years' average.' — (5) Four years' average.
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Cotton. — Average imports and exports.

The totals of the averages for 1919 to 1921 in pareuthesis do not include all the countries appearing

in the Corresponding totals of the averages for 1909-13 and 1914-18.
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Cotton. — Average imports and exports.

The totals of tlxe averages for 1919 to i9::i iu parenthesis, do not include all the countries appearing

in the corresponding totals of tlie averages for 1909-13 and 1914-18,

COUNTRIES

Algeria . . .

Angola
Cape Verd Islands
Belgian Congo ...
Gold Coast . . .

Ivory Coast .....
French Somali Coast . .

Cyrenaica
Dahomey (and dependencies)
Egypt. .

Erythrea. ... . . ,

French Guinea .

Kenya. . . ...
,

Madagascar {and dependencies)

Mauritius ... ....
Spanish Morocco
Mayotte (arid dependencies). .

Mozambique
Nigeria .^
Nyasaland ....
Uganda

Reunion
Northern Rhodesia
St. Thomas and Prince Islands

Senegal . . »

Seychelles ... . ...
Italian Somalia. ...
Anglo-Eg5T>tian Sudan . .

Frencli Soudan .

Tanganyika
Togo ...
Tripolitania
Tunis
Union of South Africa . .

) a)

(6)

Totals Alrica

Australasia

Australia

French Settlements iu tlie Pacific.

New Caledonia (and dependencies)
New Zealand . .

-.
.

New Hebrides .

Solomon Islands .

Totals ^Australasia

€rand Totals . .

Average imports

1914-18

thousand
pounds

(2)

(I)

(3)

1

(43)

(3)

389
21

(391)

(60)

47

I,I3C

613
1

1,984

6,983,839

tliousand
pound?

(3)

(3)

(2)

thousand
pounds

1

43 (4)

1,
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Middling in New Orleans.

{Prices in Cents per pound).

Bates
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SAKELi,ARrDis (FuiAY GooD Fair) in Alexandria.

(Prices in Piastres per Kautar).

Dates
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American good ordinary in IvIverpooi,.

(Prices in peuce jier pound).

Dates
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American Middwng'in I^iverpooi,

(Prices in pence per pound).

Dates
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'American midi^ing fair in I<iverpooi,.

(Prices in pence per pound)

Dates
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